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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO. MONDAY EVENING. MAY 0. 1907.

VOL. 21. NO.

CHRISTIANS

ARE STATE )S ASKED FR SCO CARMEN
TO

BEING MOBBED

SHOW ITS

STRIKE
of United Railways is
Complete-Mo- re
Money.

'

ARE

MARKED

Tie-u- p

AN APPALLING

Young Mens Christian Association
on
Building Is
Menacing to Europeans.

Koosevelt Says That He Will Not Men Who Want to Work Must be
on Duly Tuesday Morning.
Stand for Miners Being
Situation Serious.
Railroaded.

Lahore. British India. May 6. The
apHindu outbreak at Rawalpindi
as
pears to have been
well as
The "mission buildings were special
objects of the fury of the rioters. An
attack was made on the Amerlca.11
mission church and a mob burned the
Y. M. C. A. building, looted end damaged all the houses of the missionarnative
ies and violently assaulted
Christians In the streets.
A riotous outbreak under the leadership of Hindu students has also oc
curred at Amrltsar, about thirty miles
froon Lahore.

Hoiso. Idnha. May fi. An applica
tion for a bill of particulars was tiled
by the counsel for the defense in the
case of W. D. Haywood, of the Weston
ern Federation of Miners, who
Thursday next, will be placed on trial

BERNALILLO

COUNTY

DISTRICT COURT
The fust May session of the Ber
lialillo county probate court conven
ed at 10 o'clock this morning, with
Judge Jesus Romero, A. E. Walker,
clerk, and T. Montoya, interpreter,
present.
The first matter to come before the
court wa.s the appraisement of the es
tate of Rudolph O. Stoll, deceased
which was approved.
The petition
of the widow for exemption was ap
proved, claims against the eeate for
$344 were approved by the adminis
tratrix and allowed by the court.
The matter of the estate of Barbara
Barelea de Apodaca, deceased, fol
lowed. The petition of T. Gurula,
agent of the heirs of said estate,
praying that Frank Strong, administrator of the estate, be cited to appear before the court Juno 3, to give
an account of his actions and make a
report, was approved.
The )at will ana testament of H. L,
Llndemann, deoeased, was approved
and the hearing was continued until
the first Monday 4n June.
The petition of Henrietta P. Myers,
praying to be appointed nil nun intra
trlx of the estate of Thomas F. Myers,
i deceased, was approved.
The claims against the estate of C
B. Strother, deceased, were approved
by the executor and allowed by the
court.
The claims against the estate of M
Gargours. deceased, were approved by
the administrator and allowed by the
court.
The report of F. H. .Strong, admin
istrator of the estate of M. Gargour,
was approved, after which the court
adjourned until Monday, May 13.

here charged with the murder of former Governor Steuenberg. The case
will come up for agrument today.
The counsel on both rttfes admit
that the application for the bill Is not
likely to attect the case materially.
Such a bill in a murder case is
somewhat unusual, but the counsel
for the prisoner express themselves
that they should complete their
record by such course.
It is admitted by me prosecution
that Haywood was not In the state in
which the murder was committed.
but claim that he conspired with the
actual executor of the crime and is
therefore guilty of murder.
The purpose of application for a
bill of particulars on the part of the
defense is to force the state to show
In advance of the commencement of
the trial in what manner it expects to
link Haywood with the murder.
President Roosevelt's letter to the
committee from the labor unions, re
plying to a request for evidence as
to his reason for calling Haywood.
Moyer and Pettlbone
"undesirable
citizens" was published here today.
In it the president urges that exact
justice be done the men, saying "if
they are innocent, they must go free
He assures labor that he will interfere if an attempt should be made to
railroad the men to the scaffold. The
letter aroused very little comment
here.
Just before opening court for
hearing of the motion for a bill of
particulars, Clarence Darrow, of the
counsel for the detense, saiu to a correspondent of the Associated Press:
"Under the laws and constitution,
Moyer, Haywood and Pettlbone are
to be tried in court by a Jury of their
peers. Forum is state court of Idaho
Under these facts I do not see what
there is for the president to do.. All
we have a right to. or desire, is to
ask either him or any other citizen

VOTE

At a committee meeting of city officials at the oltice of Otto Dlekmann,
on Gold avenue, this afternoon, the
ballots cast in the city hall bond issue
election held Saturday were being reviewed, and while at this time no
definite statement can be made, the
outlook is more promising than was
at first surmised. It is not Improbable that the vote cast will be sufficient to authorize the bond issue.
The city books are being checked up
to ascertain the exact
number of
property owners entitled to a vote.

WENT TO SLEEP LAUGHING NEVER TO

Son of Los Padlllas Ranch-owneDies of Heart Disease During Night.

r

Saturday night all was joy and
happinness in the home of Vanoento
1'aililla, a prominent ranch
owner
living in I
I'adilla, a small village
north of old Albuquerque.
On Sunday morning it was grief
and sorrow, for death had entered
during the night and tarried away
the tender life of little Jose, seven
years old.
The boy slept by himself on a cot
Slid went to bed apparently healthy
and laughing. No sound hail come
fioni hi.-- iot during the night and
great w.ts the surprise of the older
sister when she found him cold In
death on Sundav morning.
as
The c,iue of death is given
heart disease.
Miss I'adilla, who came to the city
yesterday to mike arrangements for
the fun. r i! which will be held from
the hom- - tomorrow, told the following story to I'ndert.iker Adams in
to ti.e death:
"Jose was playing Saturday evening an l amusing mother and I. and
pparen'.ly iii good spirits. The next
morning when
did not come for
breakfast. I went to call him. Turning
bark the cover, I shook him. tie did
not stir and bring surprised at the
idoiof his face and hlb body cold,
called mother. One look at him and
lie si
"He is dead."
I'ndei taker Adams said this morning tli.it the Brief of the i'adilla family was
::e of the
moat
pathetic
scenes he ever saw. The sun was
Vell liked by everyone and was a
typical American boy, full of fun and
(Ml

i

l;

(

fcpirit.

AITORNEV

CLARENCE DAItKOU

leave the courts and Jury to administer the law fairly and without
prejudice and without influence from
the outside.
Both sides finished arguments on
the application for a bill of partlcu
lars by 12:30 this afternoon. Court
then adjourned until 3 o'clock, when
it da expected Judge Wood w ill hand
down a decision.
In his argument Darrow objected to
the issuance of subpoenaes in blank.
To this Senator Borah, for the atate,
replied that this was necessary, because If the prosecution revealed the
names of their witnesses they would
not be able to get them to the court
house.
He said that wk'hin twenty-fou- r
hours two of their most Important
witnesses from Colorado had disappeared, one entirely and the other refusing to come to Idaho to testify.
to

CEMENTED

NUDE
IN

HIS

COFFIN

Niagara Falls. X. Y.. May 6. In
accordance with Instructions in his
last will and testament, the body of
the late Judge Theodore Ii. Hulett
was taken to an undertaker's and
prepared for burial m the manner directed.
There the body was cemented In a
coftin which had been constructed by
the deceased several years ago. It was
his wish that his remains, without
any clothing, should be imbedded in
cement and his instructions were carried out.
He did not want any portion of his
body to come within three inches of
the sides ends or bottom of the coftin. and he
told what procedure
should be followed to bring this
about. He gave instructions in hiwill us to the right u.lxtuie of sand
and cement l lie lis 1. and he named
lli1 stone niason to
the work,
a well known
William c'ampliel
se.i!.-dv in the cofrtii
mason.
the
of cement.
The h ly before being
place. I iii the i
as thoroughly
embalmed. Al'i-- i four ridus of sand
on the
spread
and cement had been
bottom of the coftin the body was
cement ua-placed on it and tinplaced over the entile body.
h id thoroughly
Before the
hardened the mason Inscribed the following upon the surface
c;iaes liuiett. born
"Theodore
June 13. 11 at Williamsburg Mas.--.
Iheil April 13. 1H07. at Xiagaiu Fails
his body being enclosed in this stone
by being cemented therein, in accordance with the lasl will and testament
of the deceassd, on Apiti 16, l!t7."
I
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Stared Aghast at Fear of
Drowning. Foul Air.
Starvation.

No
6.
San Francisco. May
oars
will be run on tiie lines of the I'nlted HAD
today
on
account
Railroads
of a
strike which began yesterday, but it
Is said that by tomorrow an attempt i
would be made to resume operations
as the company Is preparing to start

and Is making
arrangement to protect. feed and
lodge these men. but It Is evident
from the preparations being made
that an attempt would be made to
operate only on the main streets at
first.
The company refuses to arbitrate
and has posted notices In all barns
that all employes who do not report
for duty Tuesday morning will be discharged.
Many of the leading saloons are In
favor of closing all saloons during the
continuance of the strike and a re
quest may be made of the mayor to
with

strike-breake-

i

ENTOIED

HORRORS
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THOUGHTS OF
EATING

EACH

OTHER

rs

The Anxiety of Fathers. Mothers
Sisters and Brothers Around
Mouth of Death Trap.

rierwind. Va.. May S. The seven
miners entombed for five days and
nights In the Hooded Berwlnd-Whlt- e
coal mine, are now pronounced out of
danger, at the hospital here, wher?
they were rushed immediately after
do so.
their rescue.
Their condition is r
3T a
The carmen are demanding
cents an hour wages, and tne com- much better that they ore allowed to
partake
food.
of
solid
It will be
pany refuses to pay more than 31. 3"
before they fully
and 33 cents an hour, to one. two and weeks, however,
recover from their terrifying experithree ears men.
ence.
They tell a graphic story of the acThe mine enters on a downDELEGATE ANDREWS cident.
ward slope for 3.000 feet, then slopes
upward, forming a basin whose lowest portion Is proibably 1,000 feet from
the mine- mouth.
When a miner tapped an old heading filled with water. It required no
consultation for the imperiled miners
to know what had happened.
The
CAPITOL
rush of water was between them and
All they
the mouth of the mine.
could do was to grab their partly
emptied dinner baskets and flee tothe highest part of the upward
Met by Reception Committee ward
slope.
full of sicken
"The first hour
and Band Escorted to
ing terror," said Mike Jtnvla, the tore,
w im. wl'Ti t ak -- k rv ,
h
nvan.
Hotel by Citizens.
men to a safe plaice when the water
broke in. "The murky water came
up Inch by inch. One lamp showed
our
blanchd faces as we watched the
ADDRESSES OF WELCOME
upward creep of the flood. We knew
BY PROMINENT MEN if it came a few feet farther wo
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TIIK MOITII OF THE BERWIXD
-PAPAt

CHILDREN OF Till: lllKlED MINERS.
vas lilt. UKAHTRENDIXO !SXS.AK,
CRY IIHAJtD SCORES OV TIMES.

GRANDE

TIES

DIFFICUL-

IN DITCH

ADJUSTED

TWO CONFERENCES

WERE HELD TODAY
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THIRTEEN RUSSIAN TER-

IN

RORISTS

ESCAPE

Uucle Sam's Agents Arrive In Fire Started by Stove Burns Enter Chapel While Mass Is
Denver-Arbitrati- on
Is
Being Said. Kill InspecTwo Coaches-Te- n
Per- Suggested.
tor and Explode Bombs.
sons Injured.

Denver, Colo., May 6. Martin A.
Knapp, chairman of the Interstate
cimmFrt!1 .coftmlanton, and Charlo P
Neill, United States labor commis
sioner, who arrived In Denver last
evening, held conferences today with
representatives of the Denver and
Ulo Grande railroad and the Brother,
hood of Hallway Trainmen and the
HOW THE RHKWIXD MINERS Order of Hallway Conductors with a
view to adjusting differences between
WERE IMPRISONED.
Special to The Eveninir Citizen. 4
the company and the two organiza
Santa Fe, X. M.. May 6.
tions of employes on the question of
When Delegate W. H. Andrews t
wages.
stepped from the La my branch
They will first attempt to adjust
train at Santa Fe at 11:30
the differences amicably, and If they
o'clock this morning lie was met
fall In this, they will endeavor to seby a reception committee
of
cure an agreement between Jjoth sides
4 three leading republicans of the
to arbitration and the Krilmaii law.
Capital City and a whole station 4
full of citizens. The Santa Fe
band was also out and helped
REBELS ANNIHILATE
4 add to the giity of the occasion.
4 The delegate was escorted
to
his hotel by a long line oi citi- zens. preceded by the band.
TURKISH TROOPS
Addresses of welcome were
4 made by (luxernor J. W. Hiy- Eu- - 4
nolds. Coal Uil Inspector
4 genio Romero of Las Vegas and
SEVEN BATTALIONS ARE SAID TO
T. B. Catron, mayor of Santa 4
II WE GONE DOWN IV TIIE
re
AWEi L oxslait;ht.
Colonel George W. Pritchard 4
4 spoke on behalf of the people
of Santa Fe. The Informal re- - 4
4 ceptlou was enthusiastic. Dele- - 4
Iindon, May 6. It was announced
a
4 gate Andrews responded in
this afternoon in a special from Conmost cordial manner and thank- - 4
stantinople that seven battalions of
4 ed the people of the Capital City 4
Turkish troops had been practically
4 for their welcome.
annihilated during a battle with
give
to
planned
had
been
It
rebels In the province of Yemen,
the delegate a formal reception
Turkish Arabia.
4 this evening to be followed by a 4
The commander in chief of the
4 grand ball, but at his request, 4
The men w ere In I ho low er triunglo Turkish forces is urgently calling for
4 tills plan was abandoned.
lie
uIm-i- i
the
reinforcements.
water
pour
to
In
4 said that he was tired after the
the direction of thn Klutft. They
strenuous days of congress and 4 from
ran away
the Inflow and took
4 needed a rest. He was also con- - 4 refuge highfrom
up In the blind tunnel
by the trip
4 siderably fatigued
X,
T
marked
to Santa Fe from Washington. 4
4 Delegate Andrews appears to be
In the best of health and spirits
would be drowned like caged rats.
4 and says he feels good.
"Our first relief from the awful
STEIN NOT KILLED
strain of the accident came when the
water stopped rising.
We shouted
In glee w hen we were sure of it. The
ghostlty sound of our voices cowed
AT WILLOWS
us into silence.
"Xext came the fear of starvation.
We put all the food in a common
REACH LOS ANGELES stoc
k.
The scantiness of the supply
made us ravenously hungry.
We
could scarcely keep from devouring Austrian Nobleman-Survey- or
The Albuquerque nnd X'ew Mexico It all at once.
is true that the
It
party of Shrlners, members of Ballut haunting fear of cannibalism
of Unrequltted Love Is
Abyad temple, which left here about with us during the last forty-elg'.- it was
1
o'clock Sunday morning on be- hours.
Alive In Oregon.
lated train Xo. T. arrived in Los Anmost terrifying experience
geles about 10 o'clock this morning, was"uur
one
bewhen
said
the
was
air
according to a telegram.
foul. In less than a minute
iS
The local Shrlners will be taken to coming
)
1 1 ( 1 1
I
of us were affected. Our lungs
AvaliX.. Santa Catallna island, today, all
6.
May
Portland,
A
Ore..
were
refusing
We
along with the members of other were choking. to do their duty.
special
Falls,
from Klamath
The sensation was
t.mples. Today is Venice Day at the
iregon, states that Count otto
horrible. Then a comrade spoke up.
beach.
reVon
Waldersteln,
was
who
He said that as long as the lamp was
A reception and concert to fill visported killed at Willows, Cal a
iting Knights atid Ladies of Isis will burning so brightly there was no
ago,
few
days
la
still alive and
be yiven tonight by Islam temple of danger of us being suffocated. Inwell at Klamath Falls, Oregon,
Los Angeles, at the King Edward ho- stantly we begun to breath better.
w here he is employed on governtel which is the headquarters of the We soon determined that the air supment ' reclamation work.
ply was safe.
Los Angeles temple.
f
"One of the nio.t appalling dreads
The opening session of the imperial
council will be held tomorrow morn- was that we should bo left in darking at the Scottish Kite cathedral. ness.
We could meet death, If we WORK HORSES SHOWN
I1Y HUMANE DRIVERS
Tiie members of the Imperial council only had a light, we said to each
Brooklyn, N. Y., May 6. There Is
and the delegates wld be escorted other. You can never know how inthere by the different Arab anl Be- tensely we watched the one flickering a unlijud parade today in Brooklyn
douin patrols.
lib'ht we kept burning.
We tapped borough under the auspices of the
In tiie afternoon a banquet will be
the pipes frequently to let our Brooklyn Eagle Humane club, congiven 1:; honor of the Impet: i! counducted by Aunt Jean. A large numfriend- know we were alive.
cil, the dishes will be "A 11
' The sweetest sound we ever heard ber of work horses are shown by the
a
Gilden
drivers in a procession along
g
aji tin- i
when the pumps humane
After the banquet .n,
urslon started,
streets of this borough. As this
it seemed ages before the the
e
tram wili i..ke the ji! ,rs ' i beau- water began
is
first
the
parade In conto go do.wi, but we felt nection withwork-horstiful Pasadena.
That niuht a gorhumane work In this vige jus par t ie w 111 be held, in w nidi "it re cur comrades would reach us. cinity, it has created a very lively inail wiio tike part must be garbed in It seemed a terribly long time before terest among those interested in the
ti:st of the rescuers came, but we
colors the
costume making the
of the prevention of cruelty to
k' " they di I the best tnev could." wink
o v. ii led that should
i. Vi ,i,
animals. In this parade many of the
T'nk
see the toit.-ijewr.h
he uou'.i i
drivers are members of Aunt Jean's
I IMI-- .
THE Mlvi:s
envy.
Humane club. The route is along
.,
in t.oi.r in
Wednesday tiie
Iifayette avenue, and a reviewing
i.
1.
I.
4.
New
tile Impel
council Wl.l be el
York. May
The com- stand has been erected. Gold, silver
mencement of the L'olf playing In and bronze medals will ho distributed
I K. Il l EI
Ei gland in which the Misses Curtis, as prizes to the drivers of horses
Kil l I K IN
mini: explosion of Masai husetts. will participate. Is showing the best care, as well as the
in Indication that other lady golf most humane treatment in driving,
i
players will leave this country and the history of each horse being taken
Johannesburg, Soutn Afiica
M
golf with their Itrltish c iisliis. into consideration. Among the judges
pla
b.
An explosion occurred
today at the Mod del founlein
The presence of Miss Hal let 'Curtis are the ofllcers of the Society for the
gold mine. Three whites anl
in the field lends an iiiiernuttonal Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and
fifteen natives were killed
flavor to the tournament on both well known horsemen of long and
wide experience in the care of hordes.
sides of the Atlantic.
T
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SANTA EE TRAIN NO.

MAYBE

ri tiiurffTHtui

COMMITTEE CHECKS UP
SATURDAY'S

p

DREAD

EMPLOYES

TIMATUMJO

antl-Chrlstl-

WAS

COMPANY ISSUES U- L-

VICTIMS

Looted-Sttuati-

DARKNESS

Grievance.

T

NATIVES

tttlirw.

ly Carrier.

FLOODED

MINES TELL OF

American AUssIon Church Is Haywood's Attorneys Petition
Court for Bill of
Burned and MissionParticulars.
aries Assaulted.
CONVERTED

Delivered

ARE OUT ON

HAND

DOS

FR01

RfllNERS RESCUED

TIh Evening

WORK OF UNLUCKY 13
ON EASTER MORNING
BADLY BURNED

TWELVE OTHERS ARE

Kansas City, May 6. Santa Fe passenger train Xo. I, which loft Chicago
ailO o crock iat night; for California, was derailed this morning at
Xorborne, Mo., fifty-fiv- e
miles northeast of Kansus City.
The engine and four cars, including
the chair car, went into the ditch.
Ten persons were injured severely
enough to need the services of a physician.
Twelve others were badly
bruised. The stove in the first coach
set fire to the car and two coaches
were burned.

BIG STRIKES

RECORDED

$105 Ore Encountered in Old
Cooney MIne Deadwood
Claims Show Pay Ore.
--

InforSilver City, X. M., May
mation reached the city in a personal
letter received last night saying that
a big strike was made Tuesday In th?
Cooney mine, by the Mogollon Gold
& Copper company.
The strike was
made in the new shaft, which Is a
continuation of the old haft, at a
depth of between 600 and TOO feet,
when a body of gold and sliver ore
assaying $105 was encountered.
An
Interesting feature of the strike is the
sudden alteration in the character of
the ore, which has changed from a
copper bearing bornite to gold and
silver values, with hardly a trace of
copper.
From all reports the strike
la one of the richest made in the district, and If reports be true, will make
the Mogollon Gold & Copper company a bonanza corporation.
Another rich strike was made by
Manager Earl Cleveland on the Dead- wood claim, adjoining the
famous
chance. At a depth of between
Iist
300 to 400 feet, an eight foot body of
high grade gold and silver ore was
struck and as it Is of the same char
acter as the Last Chance, It Is believed to be a continuation of the great
ore body in that property.
Dan Hechtol, an old time prospector and miner of Mogollon, is also
reported to have struck two feet of
good ore on his property near the old
Cooney ranch.
.

St. Petersburg. May 6. A plot,
hich resulted Ui th-- . libers tion of
dac- - .
thirteen, political nrlsojtur.-- w
Ingly executed at Alexandrovlk, near
Yekaterlnoslav,
yesterday
during
Easter services at the prison.
While high mass was being celebrated In the pi son chapel a uand
of revolutionists entered the building,
killed the chief inspector and exploded two bombs.
Under cover of the confusion whlcn
followed thirteen political prisoners.
Including several Important terrorists
escaped. The Easter holidays otherwise passed quietly.
w

-

Tl REIICI'LOSIS FOES HOLD
A VIGOROl'S MEETING
Washington. May 6. The foes of
tuberculosis have come together In a
great gathering to push the work of,
protecting the public from the ravages of the dread disease. This Is tha
annual meeting of the .National association for the study and prevention
of tuberculosis, and it was held at
the Xew Wlllard hotel. The general
meeting of the association was opened this morning by an address by the
Brlggs.
president. Dr. Herman M.
chief medical officer of the X'ew York
Dr.
Lawrence
Health department.
F. Flick, of Philadelphia, made a report on the progress of the arrangements for the international congress
on tuberculosis, to be held here in the
autumn of 19a'. Preliminary business of the association
will
follow
with some meetings of sections. Tomorrow- President Roosevelt, who Is
an honorary vice president, will give
reception at the white house receiving also the congress of American
Physicians ami Surgeons, which meets
ut the same time.

SOCIETY

I
R DY FOR
EMPLOYES OF
SHIPPING HOI ES
'1 ne
Glouchester. ' Mass., M iy
employes In all the various fish shipping houses of the city ale in high
glee today, as the concession won
from the employers of nine hours as
a day's work by the men, goes Into
effect today. All the men employed
on the wharves and In the lofts presented a petition
weeks ago,
and the employers consented to make
nine hours a day's work, and the
matter comes to a happy conclusion
today. The bosses seem to feel better
alau, The fish cutters and other employed on piece work, are not affected by the change.
NINE-HO-

.

CET

TWOJEARS
Defendants Were Found Guilty of Wrecking House of
Italian Razza.
4
VI

kei

ban e.

t May

o

y

V
A

seai- - 4

-i
ed erdict of
i::
tne
A seal- Wllkesbai re. Mav i
ed verdict in the "t ,ck hand''
case was opened in court here
this morning. Eleven of the de- i-

fendants were f ined guilty as
Indicted and two were acquitted.
The principal cliaiga ugalnst
the defendants w J tiie blowing
up of the home of an Italian by
was
tiie name of Pa..a
who
b- - ,;.-- e
be re- made a
fused to give them money with'
which to aid the "nl nk 'hand
society.
Tile cur' lei:.- i a penalty of
two
upon
ears ini pri-o- r m"'..-of tt'e defee.i i

GUATEMALA

Washington. May 0. The state department has received Information
between
that diplomatic relation
Mexico and Guatemala
have been
terminated and that the outcome Is
awaited with apprehension.

BLACK HAND'

ELEVEN OF

WAR CLOUD HOVERS
OVER

c

.

.

4
41

4

4
4

e.M-l-

kciiliii'U) I i Miller- - Validation.
Louisville Kv M IV , The lust
meeting of the Kent,., ky lls:illers'
I'ure Food association : being held
at the Gal: house tod in
Almmst
every distiller la Kentucky U present
v. 'lie i;itlier-Thi- s
and actively PUeres'e-is i..il.v Dav. when every
makes a pil"l t lie ill the
town, and tiie lirsi i all for the meet-lu- g
was postponed
or l r Ii accomodate the clistilleis.
I
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I. VltI
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FROM ItiOOlt

Mount
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Iowa, May

,

John Wuti.ui i Isn MayLareni,
died tier today of blood poison- lug, following tor.snilis.
a
4

EVENING

SLLBUQUERQtTE

PAGE TWO.

CITIZEN.

Auld Lang Syne
Coffee
Crackers
Nole: Noble H. C. Milliard will toot
his llttl hasoo steering the above
liederkranz, but this is not to be
taken as an Inilicatlon that we think
him any better vocalist than any of
is to create
the rest of us. The
confidence In the banqueter, as we
don't suppose there will be one guest
hut what would bet la he could sing
belter than Harry, and start to prove

Classified Advertisements

!n

SUPPLIES
and

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.
WANTED.
large
in
'and
WANTED Wasle
tracts; title mut t perfect. Address Rox 282. N. Yakima, Wash
On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
ington, V. g. A.
stylish Horses, Wagons and other Chattels,
WANTED Ladles wanting
on
also on SALARIES AND WAR!
millinery and dressmaking, call
Second HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as SI
Miss Crane. 612 North
Also apprenstreet. Prices low.
Loans ar
and as high as 1200.
'Phone 944.
tices wanted
private
quickly made and strictly
second- Time: One month to one year given
Uentieman-- s
WAtNTiil)
61S
First
No.
South
clothing.
hand
possession
Goods remain in your
etreet. south of viaduct. Send ad- Our rates are reasonable. Call and
Sweeney,
J.
wlU
R.
call.
and
dress
see us before borrowing.
proprietor.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
every
'
Steamship tickets to and from
WANTED A good hustler in
filwater
perfect
town to sell cur
parts
world.
of
the
ters, retailing from tl.50 to $8.00;
Rooms i and 4, Grant Bldg.
100 per cent profit to agents; exWest Railroad Ave.
Seneca Filter
clusive territory.
PRTVATE OFFICES.
Co., Seneca, MfV
Open Evening.
WANTEDPosltloii as oo compositor In good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
LAWYERS.
Write L. W. Gray. Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.
Ira M. Bond.
IOK KENT.
AT LAW, It F.8U
ATTORNEY
FOU RENT Two rooms for light N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions
Walter.
214
South
housekeeping.
copyrights,
caveats
land patents,
Four room house fur- letter patents, trade marks, claims
KENT
foil
nished, close In, large yard, water
It. W. D. Bryan.
rent paid. $16. Apply Rankin &
Co., Room 10, Armijo building.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, AlbuquerFirst National
FOR RENT Newly furnished out- que, N. M. Office,
nodern bath, half Bank building-- .
side rooms,
dlock from Ra.lroad avenue. "The
E. W. Dobson.
114
North Second
Granada,"
OfHee
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
street.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. 14
FOR RENT Two all new housekeeping rooms, well furnished, includDENTISTS.
ing electric lights, water and bath;
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
eouth and east front $14.00. 619
E. P. GolWest Railroad avenue.
Dental Surgeon.
den.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett building
over O'Rielly'e drug store. Phon
FOR RENT Light, airy,
rooms for rooming or light No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
All rooms open
housekeeping.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Price, $1 per
ing on the outside.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Offlo
Minneapolis House,
week and up.
A. T. Devore, hours, 9 a. m., to 12:80 p. m.; 1:14
624 South Second.
m. to 6 p. m. Both phones. Ap
Proprietor.
pointments made by mall.
FOR SALE..
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
FOR SALE: Party will sacrifice typeAddress Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
writer, good as new.
Typewriter, care Citizen office
Occidental Life Building. Tele
FOR SALE: Fine Chlckerlng Bros.' phone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
piano, very cheap. Apply upstairs
DR. R. L. UUST.
over
Futrelle's furniture Btore
Office,
N. T. Anuljo Bldg.
evenings, between 6 and 7:30.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgb
FOR SALE: Underwood typewriter, Frequency Electrical
and
good as new. cheap; new Interna- Germicide. TreatmentsCurrent
given eacb
tional Encyclopaedia, new. cheap, day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
W. E. Milllken. Library building.
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
FOR SALE: Furniture for a
DRS. BRONSON & BRONSON,
house . Practically new. Call
mornings at 312 South Seventh
Homeopaths.
street.
Over Van's Drug Store. Phone
FOR SALE: At the "Variety" The OfHee
residence,
and
628.
very best of home-bake- d
bread
DR. J. N. WARNER. V. S.
baked
pies,
cakes, doughnuts,
When your animals are sick vou
beans, soup, candy, etc.: all home
Also staple groceries, dry need a good veterinary surgeon. Cal.
made.
up
the old reliable. Phone No. 642.
goods and notions. 606 South Arno
Phone 710.
UN DERT AtLEIL
LOST.
Auto, phone S16.
Colo., Red 111
LOST Black lace wrap lined with
BORDERS.
white silk, on Fourth street between Commercial A. Club
building.
Blaes
Railroad and Gold avenue. Return
or Whit hearse, $6.
'
to this office. Reward.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Bar
LANDING LAND SHARKS
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
WILL BE HIS
Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
Ill
West Gold avenue.
CHIEF DUTY
HAIR DRESNER ATTO CH1ROPO
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No
Omaha, May 6. The new nemesis
is on the trail of the western lan 3 209 West Railroad avenue, la pre
g rafters.
pared to give thorough scalp treat
He is Sylvester R. Rush, for years ment, do hair dressing, treat corns.
deputy United States district attorney bunions and ingrowing nails. She
for Nebraska and later special assist- gives massage treatment and mani
ant district attorney.
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
Mr. Rush's promotion conies as I
of complexion cream builds up
result principally of his successful tlon
prosecution of Uartlett Richards and the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restorn
life to dead hair; removes mole
warts and superfluous hair. Also i
JeF-.y
tS
face powder, a freckle cure and pint-pi?
cure and pile cure. All of thee
preparations
are purely vegetablt
1
compounds. Have just added a vibrator machine for treatment oi
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles, li
Is also used for rheumatism, paint
lis-- J
and massage.

MONEY to LOAN
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five-roo-
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SMAISIKR
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.
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It. Ill Ml.
Male Attorney

OFFICE CHIEF yl'ARTERM ASTER, Denver. Colo-- . May 1. li07.
Scaled proposals in triplicate will be
received here and at office- of the post
quartermaster, until 11a. m.. May 15,
l'JUT. for furnishing I', 000. 000 pounds
of New Mexico anthracite coal, required during the fiscal year ending
June SO, lftdS, at Fort Bayard. New
Mexico.
Information
furnished on
application here or at offices of respective post quartermasters.
Envelopes to be marked
"Proposals
for
Fuel at Fort Bayard." C. A. H.
Chlrf yuartermnster.
NOTICE Kill rmi.ICATION.

Until

HOW SAM LEEVER DOES

Nail
Scissors,

ltnislies. Manlenro
Corn I 'lies.
Corn Plasters,
Shampoo Creams, Hair Tonics,
Tnlciim Powders, Toilet Waters
Etc, Etc.

Let us Supply You

o
The HIGHLAND

Ha-Ha-

PHARMACY
Orelilental Life Building, Cor.
Railroad Ate. and Broadway.

ROYAL WAS THE

SHRINERS
BANQUET
Diners Reveled Amid Food,
Music and Flowers for
Three Hours.

EL

all-rou-

be
yt rr AMbutA! beDon't
warned

Dr. Casey's work so far this sea
son has been far from scintillating,
but he played like a good little warrior on Thursday, hitting In the on'.y

run and making one sensational catch
of a line drive.

The most encouraging feature of
Bell's work as a new man Is the fact
that he never lost his head. After
the base on balls and the pair of sin
gles In the first, which would have
sent most youngsters flitting upward
he settled down nnd pitched the
twelve innings with the steady cool
ness of a veteran.

Conisluck, both millionaires
who are now under prison sentences
lor land grafting.
Last week Mr. Rush added still further to his luurels by securing the
eouvk-tloof Fred iloyt,
Thomas
Huntington and A. B. Todd, lieutenants of Richards and Com.stock.
With his promotion to assistant of
the attorney general of the United
States, Mr. Rush's Jurisdiction is extended to several western states. He
Is now working on the extensive coal
land frauds in Wyoming and sensational developments are expected.
G.

pi bmc owm i1miii' meet- im; held in new yokk.

e
New York, May 6. Chairman
E. Ingalls, of the public ownership commission of the National Civ
ic federation, has called to meet tonight the committee of twenty-one- ,
to consider a report ol a
consisting of Edward Ilemls,
Milo R. Maltbe, Walton Clark and
Charles L. Edgar. The committee of
twenty-on- e
bus completed its investigations both in this country and In
England, ami the work of tne engineers, experts and accountants will
form the basis of the report of the
The committee of
twenty-on- e
will then formulate Its
and iioent It at the meeting
nt the o.'i.uiiitfce a week later.
New arilvam for the week Large
assort iner t of velvet and AxmlnHterJ
rugs, all t s.
Alto Hoosler kltche.i
i
cabinets. Fa:re!!e Furniture Co.
Mtl-blll-

ft World, ill
urn
uln
'
I

XT-A-

.

1

IWVfl

.
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WIIKRK THKY PLAY TOIAY.

Chicago
Pittsburg
f hiladelphiu.
Boston
Cincinnati
St.. Louis
Brooklyn

Won.

Lost.

15
15

3
3
5
tt

9
9
7
7
3

YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
National League.
At Chicago
K. H. E.
1
Chicago
3
6

Pittsburg

New

York

Philadelphia
Detroit
Cleveland

Rates

Heme is not complete without the ever
ready Be of Cascarets, Ten cents buys a
email cr.e U the Corner Drug Store.
Be ver careful to gel the genuine,
made enly ty the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold in bujk. Every tablet
'
stamped "CCC."
u

Lost.

12
11
10

6

Des Moines

Omaha
Denver

City

l'iigue.

Lost.

10

4

9
7
7

6

NATIONAL

.il38
.467

8
9

ia

American league.
At Detroit
i:. li. K.
0
M
Detroit
1
4
.'
Chicago
Schmidt;
Mullin
:md
Batteries
W hile.: Walsh and Sullivan.
1!
H. K.
At Philadelphia
New Yolk
Ill 1
7
'
0
Philadelphia
rth and
Batteries Keefe.
now: Dygert. Waddell, Seine
and
I. el TV.
K1. II. E.
At Washington
II
a 6
Washington
1

ii

l i it: Assi itANci: society.
old line" Insurance company,
Willi ample capital, solid, conservative, progressive. Writes liberal contracts of insurance and Investment.
Prewitt & Prewitt. Managers, Commercial Club building.
"We do it right. KOrun DRY. Im- perlaj Laundry Co.

6

1

It Is noted with Dleasure that the
fans are getting some new stuff lino
their kidding these days. When John
Anderson fanned twice the gang in
rooters' row sang "Poor John."
Laporte seems to be getting so that
all the pitchers look alike to him.
He got half of all the hits the Yankees are credited with, and one of
these was a double.
The next time the Washington!?
come to New York It would tie a good
plan to have Patten arrested for spitting on the floor of a street car or
any little offence that will Insure
locked up for a couple of days:.
Besides letting the Yankee out with
At Onwtha
R. H. E four little singles he hit out the dou3 ble In the seventh that cleared
u;
11 14
Omaha
1
0
Sioux City
the bases and smothered all hopes.
Batteries ltegan
and Gonding;
As soon as these pronounced seclownsend, Bennett and Spies.
At Des Moines
K. H. E ond division clubs win a game from
!
Dos Moines
6
2
a good team they begin to get cocky.
I
1
4
Lincoln
After a win Schlafiy fanned three
Batteries (iehring and Ycager, times, and on each occasion he tried
McKay and Sullivan.
to put It up to Tom Hurst.
Hurst
Denver-Puebl- o
game treuted his protests with a silence-properlAt Denver:
postponed; rain.
expressing his contempt.
Aiiiciicnii Association.
Moriarty showed that he has not
had much practice in the outfield.
At Kansas City: Kansas
vllle game postponed; rain.
With the high wind blowing across
At Milwaukee:
Milwaukee, 6; In the park he made a miserable mess
of a fly. But for the most part the
dianapolis, o.
n
At Columbus:
Columbus, 1; St whole team played sterling
.
base ball in the field.
Minneapolis,
At Minneapolis:'
Toledo, 5.
EASTERN LEAGUE NOTES.
The opening at Providence was a
NATIONAL LEA. IE GOSSIP.
big success, and Manager Doyle was
Arthur Devin's Illness let Bower more
pleased. Besides the fans
man Into the game because Rresna- - severalthan
prominent base ball otliclais
han had to go to third. Bowerman were present.
showed us what we had been missing
while he sat on the bench, by pro
John Kelley seems to have deliverdining three clean hits.
He has a
ed the goods at Toronto.
good club, and the Maple Leavts
If Joe McGinulty pitches base ball rustled so briskly on the opening day
for many more years there will al- that the Ponies were too frightened
ways be one batter than can hit as to play.
fast as the iron man can shoot them
up.
Thomas found him for everyStove Reuirlng.
thing but a home run.
I can fit any stove made, gasolene
stoves a specialty. D. Stokes an-How many ambitious ball players company, 411 West Railroad avenue.
will come out of the bushes to send
Kill Gleason there ami then trek back GOl l.l FINALLY WON
IN TENNIS TOl'llNEY.
over the old Hail.' The Kid played
i
London. May 6. Jay Gould.
faultless ball last week, and got two
won the chamYork,
Saturday
New
upof the nine hits his team piled
pionship match of the international
on the Iron man.
r,v
amateur court tennis tournament. knKusace H. Mills, the hnl
it is possible that Dodgers missed defeating
the stick work of Harry Luinley, ot the title.
though on his work so far this season
there is not much occasion for regret. Luinley has not hit his best
pace as yet.

Western I,rii;:iif.
li.
Lincoln

City-Lou-

is

mid-seaso-

m. ....... .,r ti, ii,mi.. un.itc.l ..Ins
in last
when he relieved Corndon
week's game. The Giants got eight
Batteries Cicolte and Zinran Mil- - of
off 1'oriidon. and
hits
nine
their
and Dashwood.
get only one from
11.
II. E. were able lo
At Denver
o
1
3
.
Denver
n 6
1
. ...
Pueblo
The Pirates were all framed up to
Adams ind Zalu.-kBatteries
hand It to the Reds last week, but
Hatch and lonneman.
li. H. E. the rain that prevailed all over the
At nnali i
stopped their little fame.
8 11
0 middlevvest
innaha
1
They are now down to fourth posl- 6
3
Si..iix City
At

Lincoln
l'cs Moines

I

1

'.'

b--

Mo-ra-

n.

y;

HOW SQUIRES COMPARES
WITH OUR HEAVYWEIGHTS
Weight.

Boxer.

.

0

14

B

no! Hey- Batteries Kitson. l'atti
don; Glaze and Armbruster.
l.ouis-C- I
St.
Vcl.llid
At Cleveland:
K.inie postponed; wet grounds.

CASE OF LARCENCY

01tl0

Pet.
.714
.60)

.4 00
6
Lincoln
4
10
.JS6
Puebl
GAMES.
SATIRDAYS
National league
R H. E.
At Chicago
1
0
2
Chicago
2
0 6
Pittsburg
and Kling;
Batteries Lungdren
W illis and Gibson.
It. H. E.
At New York
1
10 13
New York
5
0 2
Biooklyn
Miintyre
Pastoiious.
Batteries
and Rltter: Wiltse, H. Mathewson,
anil Fitzgerald.
11.
11. E.
At Cincinnati
' 6 1
Cincinnati
1
1
4
St. Louis
e
Batteries Kwing and McLean;
and Marshal.
At
Boston:
Kanie postponed; rain.

Boston

The necessity of showing a trespass
in a prosecution for larceny is raise I
iu Topoli-wskvs. Slate, .09
liepi.rter, 1037. The accused
through a confederate had arranged
to obtain by criminal means tin- products of a packing company, but the
plan was abandoned upon the confederate disclosing it lo the company.
Subsequently, hoever. a meeting was
airaiiKed ui Ihe request of the company between the confederate and the
accused, and the latter proposed that
the fi Miner should procure packages
of meat to be placed on the packing
company's loading pialfoiin. ami that
form and remove t lie packages. This
plan was curried out.
The supreme
court of Wisconsin holds that undci
the fact the accused uas not guilty
of larceny, as the element of trespass
was wauling.
OI

.'J--

Be-le-

TRESPASS MUST BE SHOWN

"An

.312

13

Won.

Boston-Philadelph-

Till:

li

5
5

Western

EUREKA!
1 ouml it at Last.
Found what? Why that Chamber
Iain's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of Itching of the skin.
have been afflicted for many years
with skin disease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water lo allay the
terrible itching, but since using this
salve in December, 105, the Itching
has stopped and has not troubled me,
Klder John T. Ongley, Rootville,
Pa. For sai.i by all druggists.

North-Wt-strr-

8

10

S

Washington
Louis

Yes, I Have

l

7
S

9
9

Hostor

Sioux

Won.

1

Batteries Overall and Kling; Phil
Pet. lippl
and Phelps.
.813
At
R. H. E.
Cincinnati
.S:5J
6
0
11
.b43 Cincinnati
2
2 10
.600 St. Louis
leary, Coakeley and
Batteries
.417
Schlci;
Brown, Hostetter and Noonan.
.412
.158
American l.eaguc.
.06.'
At Chicago
R. H. E.
2
Chicago
6
1
2
9
4
Pet. Cleveland
MeFajiand;
Batteries Altrock and
,6'ii
Joss
and
Clarke.
.017
St. Louls-Detro- lt
At St. Louis:
. 5 S S
.f29 game postponed; wet grounds.
.i'i3
Western League.

9
10
16
14

1

Chicago

pleted In the fc,l Paso county roads
and Indeed the improvement extends
Into New .Mexico.
Assurance has also been received to the effect that
the ranchers along the thoroughfare
will do everything In their power to
Major J.
help along the enterprise.
Lyter, who is working under County
Commissioner Sam Freudenthal, re
ports that now there is a splendid
road between Kl Paso and Antnony,
Hy the new road eight
New Mexico.
miles has been cut off in the distance
between the two towns. There
now a smooth level roan to Anthony
with the exception of the I'ourchesne
hill.
ihe distance is reduced troni
2S miles to less than that figure by
live or ten miles.
has
Since the road to Anthony
be, n put
in
such excellent shape
vicinity
town
the residents of the
and
have been patronizing Kl Paso for
Ihelr supplies. It is estimated that
this road improvement Is bringing
thousands of buvers to this city, who
are attracted here by the new road
Instead of going to l.as Cruces, NewMexico.
Las Cruces is exactly the same distance from Anthony as Kl Paso, but
the latter now controls the Anthony
trade and there were ten teams m
t he
city today from Anthony
and
vicinity.

IN

Ratterles McNeeley and Oondlng.
Stimmel and Spies.
American Ascociiition.
At Kansas City: Kansas City9;
Louisville 14.
At Columbus:
Columbus 4; St.
Paul, 3.
At Indianapolis
Indianapolis 2;
Milwaukee 1.
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis-Toled- o
game postponed; snow.

BASE BALL

PASO IS IMPROVING

i .ma-- !

"v

National Ivague.
Chicago at Pittsburg.
Brooklyn at New York.
Phlladelpnia at Boston.
American league.
Detroit at St. Louis.
Cleveland at Chicago.
Huston at Washington.
New York at Philadelphia.
HOW THEY STAM.
National League.

This man, Schlafiy, Is a sincere and
g
pall player. When Per-rln- e
tried to see how far over the
grandstand he could throw the ball In
the sixth inning, and Eberfeld and
Chase headed for home with the tle- ing runs, Schlafiy grabbed Eberfeld''
ar and tried to stop him. Some one
ought to introduce him to Eberfeld.
Youngsters figured strongly on the
Washington team last week. Per-rl- n
at short ate up everything that
passed his way, and Altizer slapped
Doyle s curves for a couple of hits.
After his performance last Thurs
day every true fan will wish Case
Patten a long and successful career
on the diamond as long as he stays
away from New York. Case wiil
never be popular here.
The league umpires are in for a
season this summer.
Joe Cantillon
used to be an umpire himself, and
from the way he slung out last week
he is certainly going to work out
some of the abuse that was thrown
Into him when he was an arbitrator.
hard-workin-

J

jr--

American lx'tiguc.

1

I

old-tim-

El Paso, Tex., May 6. Ail Import
ant Improvement has Just been com

knows, or

hoiiijm

out-dro-

From Las Cruces.

Reduced

Only member ff American Ticket irokt-ifAttodalion In AlbuCorrespondence
querque. N. M.
solicited.

iimMii iiiiiu sn

n i

"In-ons.-

Cas-car- et

To all points Ratroad Tickets
bought and sold. .Moore's Ticket
Office, 113 Weft Railroad avenue.

wwwwi

With Beaumont. Howard Ridlev
Rltcher, and Brain In the line-uthe
lMiMraph Shows How Sim Leever. of the Pittsburg Pirates, Grasps Boston club almost looks like a farm
tlie Bull to Throw One of His l'anio us
for the Pirates. Ritchey. by the way.
"
has been lacing them out. He got
The drop ball Is certainly a puzzler.
like a billiard ball when a draw three
on Thursday.
Nothing Is more disconcerting to a ball
shot Is made.
Is
The
droD
easiest
batter than to biff at a ball and have the
means
eomis
That
it
It land In the catcher's mitt away be- timed with
AMERICAN LEAGl'E NWES.
the out curve for a right-han- d
As
low where he thought it was comhas been remarked before.
batter. You can see from the Frlggith
ing.
need to worry about
illustration the grasp is somewhat much elsedoesso not
long as his team can
Take a good look at the illustration similar to the one for throwing an
out three doubles and five sin
and you will see how Sam Leever, of out curve. It differs In the position lace
the Pittsburg team, grasps the ball of the hand, and in the backward gles in an inning.
for a drop.
Remember, however, Jerk.
Kind of a tough fall down for Joe
that It is Just as Important to start
Be careful of this Jerking motion.
e
style of coachthe ball In the right way.
The ball It is liable to be overdone, and a Cantillon's
ing.
The epithets he hurled at the
should slide out between the thumb srtalned arm will result.
Yankees apparently made them feel
and forefinger, when the arm is high
like teaching Joe something about
above the shoulder. At the instant
The "spit hall" will be the subject base
ball ethics.
the ball is being started the hand of the pitching lesson in The Citizen
should be Jerked back, affecting the tomorrow.
It is up to the Yankees to repeat
as often as possible, because Chi
cago and Cleveland are lurking uncomfortably near and we do not want
to be Chlcagoed any earlier than necessary.

Pass City Expects lo Take
Trade of Anthony Away

should know that the terrible
Mortality among children la caused by
Stomach and Bowel troubles. Colic, Sour
Curd, Cholera Infantum, Summer Com
plaint, Measles, Rashes, Scarlet Feve- reven Mumps have their first cause in
constipation.
The Delicate Tissues cf a Baby's
Bcwels will not stand rough treatment
Salts are too violent, and Castor O i
Department of the Interior. Land will only grease the passages, but will
Ortice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 26 net make and keep them Clean, Healthy
1907.
Notice is hereby given that George and Strong.
Kirochima. of Lag.ina. N. M., ha
filed notice of his intention to make
There is no other medicine as safe for a
final
proof In support of his
claim, viz.:
Homettead entry No. child as Cascarets, the fragrant little Candy
6843. made September 12. 1902, for Tablet, that has saved thousands oi families
SW
the N i NW
NV U and
NW "i SW 'i. section 18, township from unhappiness.
The Nursing Mother should always keep
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
will be made before Silvestre Mlra her Milk Mildly Puratlve by taking a
Rafael. N. M . on May 6. 1907.
at night before going to bed.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous
No other medicine has this remarkable
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land and valuable quality. Mama takes the
viz: Charles Carr, Lorenzo Romero,
Juan l'alle, Jose M. Caco, all of La Cascaret, Baby gets the Benefit.
guna, N. M.
Cascarets act like strengthening Exercise
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cn the weak little bowels of the growing
O. K. wash'.i.g inaihir.es a;e th
tkte, and make them able lo get all the
best. New ai.d eoi'.d hand, at reNourishment out cf Baby's Natural Food.
up.
duced prices, Jj5y
Fu'.reiU
Furniture Co.
Larger children cannol always be watched,
and will eat unreasonably.
The Ready
Remedy should ever be at hand Cascarets
to take care of Ihe trouble when it comes.
No need to Force or Bribe children to
take Cascarets.
They are always
more lhan ready to eat Ihe sweet little til
cl Candy.

R. R.

' tmns7

I

New York

frightened

Jacklltsch, In a game last week.
made the entire circuit of the bases
on loose work by the battery.
Ames
walked him. he went to second o:i
pnssed ball, and scored on a wild
pitch.

V

."

ROADS.

I

every Mother

Like some of the National League
lubs the Dodgers are Weak against
the splthall. None of them could d
anything with Llndeman.

NEW MEXICO

Mama, Be Warned! Pro
tect the Little Ones!

.

Good old Roger Rresnahan. prob- ibly the best
ball nlavcr l.i
the country, hit one position last
week that even he could not make
good without practice. He took Dev
lin s place at third and made p.vo
rrors, one of them In the pinch.

9100 Reward. 5100.
The readers of this paper will be pleas
ed to learn that there Is at least one
dreaded disease that science has been
able to cure in all Its stages, and that
In Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the
only positive cure now known to the
medical fraternity, catarrn Deing a con
stitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
taken internally, acting directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith In Its
tney oner une
curative powers tnat any
case that it
Hundred Dollars for
falls to cure. Send for list of testi
monials. Address:
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family flls for constlpa- -

The hanuuet of the liallut Abyad
temple and Daughters of isls of New
Saturday
Mexico, at the Alvarado
night, was a rousing success. The
big
hotel was
banquet hall of the
beautifully and appropriately decor
ated for the occasion. White and
harmonizing
deep pink carnations,
with the white and red rezes or tne
banoueters, arranged artistically on
the snowy tables, emitted sweet per
J he
the room.
fume throughout
tables were dazzling with cut glass
and silver and at the lower end of
the hall a floral piece, eight feet In
height, framed an emblematic device
of the secret order.
Over all the
soft glow of opalescent electroleers
almost mellowed the scene Into a
dream picture. Manager Pellow received much praise for his excellent
taste in decorating the hall.
At 10 o'clock the banquet began.
The following was the menu:
Radishes
Olives
Canape Marthla
Everybody sings "Blue Bell."
(with
emblem)
Cups
Bouillon in
Salted Almonds
your e quilibiium
On recovering
plexus
shot, vocalize
from this solar
on "Everybody Works but Fa.aer."
Claret
I'aupiettes of Halibut
Pommes Croquettes
Never mind about getting the right
key. You're in the right room anyway.
Chant if you can't sing. Now
take a fall out of "My Merry oldsmo- bile."
Chicken Patties
After housing the chicken try thi
lay. "Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nel
lie."
Punch liallut Abyad
Don't forget to warble. Frank
McKee will see that no notes go to
protest. Pipe the old favor.le, "Good
i ld Mystic Shrine."
Fillet of Reef (Parlslenne)
Champagne
Pomme Chateau
Stuffed Tomatoes.
One more. Here we go,
"Everyone is in slumberland, but you
and me.
Making love in the moonlight, happy
as can be;
To kiss you I am trying, nobody is
spying;
Everyone is in slumberlund but you
and me."
Asparagus Viualgreue
Neapolitan Ice Cream Cake Assorted
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After this program Dr. James H.
Wroth, toastniaster, arose and delighted the brothers and sisters with
a short, pointed and witty speech.
Toasts were responded to by Tnos. N.
Wllkerson, potentate, who said that
this convention of Shriners in Los
Angeles would thaw the Ice out of
some of the brothers from the frosty
east. E. S. Stover, in responding to
a call, to speak on "The Old Shrine,"
said no pessimist should be allowed to
be a Shriner. "The kind of brothers
we want Is the one who will always
come up smiling." Among others who
responded to toasts were: Col. W. S.
Hopewell, W. ('. Porterfleld, Silver
City, Maynard Uunsul, J. A. Hubbs
and Dr. j. V. Pierce. The latter was
presented with a comic bouquet upon
closing his eloquent harangue.
The music for the occasion, excejit
that which was furnished by the banqueters themselves, was furnished by
Mrs. Wm. Zelgler, pianist. I'rof.
violinist, and Arthur Cox.
claronetlst.
Out in the plaza the
Company band
American Lumber
made things lively and in another
quarter the new elertrlc fountain
played "Minnie
Upon leaving the tables, the feast-er- s
sang Old Lang Syne, which air
is always used to close the Shriner
meetings, and adjourned to the lobby. For an hour they made merry
there and then the train was an
nounced and the crowd went out to
the platform to see the delegates and
representatives off for l.os Angeles.
Those who went were:
T. N. Wllkerson, potentate; E. A.
Cahoon. delegate; John Horradaile,delegate; W. D. McFerran, chief rabban; E. C. Allen, oriental guide;
Frank McKee, past Imperial potentate; Otto Hahn. George Tletzel,
homas Hudson, E. S. Spooner. A. M.
Whitcomb, Max Levy. Paul Teutsch,
H. O. Bullard,
James Wilkinson.
Alex MacGregor. Frank Strong, J.
H. Rraew, Frank
Johnson. J. A.
Hubbs, O. M. Slaughter, W. C. Porter- field. W. H. Jack, W. D. Newcomb,
L. Snook, E. C. Rutler, E. L. Med
lar. Gus Johnson and Frank Miller.
The ladles accompanying the above
are Mrs. J. A. Hubbs. Mrs. Frank Mc
M.
G.
Kee, Mrs. McFerran, Mrs.
Slaughter. Mrs. W. C. Porterfleld,
Mrs. W. H. Jack, Mrs. C. L. Snook,
Mrs. E. C. Butler. Miss E. Yrlsarrl,
the Misses Jack and Miss Newcomb.
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The Philadelphia
humorists wh3
were getting off so much stuff of
the
order, about Joe
groun-MeGlnnlty's
new
"under
drop" don't write In such a light vein

it.
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Mr. Chaves li the son of th
late J. Felipe Chaves, of Helen, and
Mrs. Chaves Is the daughter of Mr.
and Mr. W. M. Iterger, formerly of
Santa Fe.
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SANTA FE BUYS LARGE SLICE

ANNOUNCEMENT!

Our Prices

Mr,

OE COLEAX CO. COAL

LAND

and Mrs. Charles C. Catroil
have returned to their home In anta
Fe after a honeymoon trip to New
For romantic adventure, what could
York City and various other points of
interest In the east. They have an be more exciting than a honeymoon
elegantly furnished resilience at 210 trip through the tangled pigmy forest
thev are Wel of central Africa?
llmnil nvenuo
coming their many friends.
Maj. P. II. O. Powell-Cottothe
most famous living explorer of the
M.
Kiggins. chief examiner dark continent, and his charming
Frank
of the t'nlted States civil service young bride, have just concluded this
commission of Washington, I. C, unique experience.
was In Santa Fe on official business
Foregoing the gavetv of a faoblon.
last week. Mr. Klgglns was greatly
Paris wedding, the present Mrs.
delighted with the climate and scen- able
I'owell-Cotto- n
Journeyed from Paris
ery of New Mexico about which he
to
Africa, where, in curious
Bast
expected himself most enthusias
manner, she married the explorer.
tically.
The honeymoon through the trackless
Poultry raisers In and around Uos- well are taking great Interest In the
poultry food that has been Invented
and Is being placed on the market
by B. F. Buffhain, manager of the
.
Poultry
yards. The food
Hoswell
consists of alfalfa meal, meat scraps
ground, bone and other material that
agrees with biddy, and the stuff. It Is
said. Is a great producer of thrift
among all kinds of fowls.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Price left So
corro. N. M., aSturday morning for
French Lick Springs, Indiana, where
they expect to remain three or four
weeks. Mr. Price has visited the
Springs several times before and has
always found the water very beneMr. and Mrs.
ficial to his health.
Price will visit the Jamestown exposition also before returning home.
..
TVt a ,
lUa 11., nlr ' f f.,cr.
dalena have Just made a change in
the positions of two of the officers of
the hank. Gustav Pecker, of Spring-ervlllArizona, is now president and
John Pecker of Helen, vice president.
The brlrk work on the new bank Is
about half completed and It Is expected that the institution will be In
stalled in its new quarters In about
sixty days.
Byron Parrlsh, who shot and killed
Deputy Sheriff W. K. Tipton on tne
main street In Texico on the 25th
preliminary
of April, appeared for
hearing before Judge Pope nt Por-talon Saturday.
As a result Par
rlsh was bound over in the sum of
fur
$10,000, which was promptly
nished and the prisoner released. The
killing of Tipton took place wo.ie he
was lu the act of trying to disarm
In the scuffle Tipton was
Parrlsh.
killed with his own revolver.
It Is rumored that James J. Hager- man, of Roswell, will not meet with Mis. II. Itra.Wun Powen-CouoWife
of Fuiimmim Kxplorer as She Was
the commission of Irrigation when
Photographed In the Heart of the
that body gathers for organization InIs
W illis of Central Africa.
the near future. The commission
an important one nnd was created by
the recent legislature for the purpose
of stimulating all legitimate projects
or irrigation
promotion
for the
wherever the same Is feasible through
out the territory. The body consists
of three members appointed by the
late Governor Hagerman as follows:
Charles Springer, of Cimarron. Mala-quin- s
Martinez of Taos, and James J.
Hagerman of Hoswell. Mr. Hagerman. It is said, either has or wl.. tender his resignation before the commission meeu.
Feeling has been running high In
Globe, Ariz.. May 6. There was an
Portales over the Parrlsh murder
case, and it looked for awhile Tues Apache outbreak on the reservation
day as though the opposing factions a few nights ago which fortunately
would come to blows In the Justice's had no serious results and this fact
court. There is a dispute as to which can be attributed solely to the poor
of the justices have Jurisdiction over marksmanship, as enough shots were
the case in the prellmlneary hearing. fired to constitute a general South
The attorneys for the defense want American revolution. The affair octhe case tried at Portnles, the home curred about twelve miles east of
of the defendant, while the prosecu- Globe last Friday evening, at the
tion want the cause heard at Texico temporary
camp ' of Sheriff Will
the place where the offense was com Shanley, who was bringing
a bunch
mitted, judge fope went up to for of 'horses from the Shanley ranch
on
tales Wednesday to settle the matter Eagle creek to Globe."
by taking jurisdiction himself.
The
There were six men In the outfit
represented by W. W.
defendant
they were preparing to camp for
Gatewood. of Hoswell. and the prose- and
night, when three Apaches loadthe
cution by District Attorney C. H
ed
Inside
and out with contraband
Spencer. Klida News.
on the scene
firewater appeared
About 2 o'clock Saturday morning mounted and armed with WinchesA. L. Grlmshaw, of
Chapelle ters. They seemed bent on mischief
street. Santa Fe, was awakened by from the start and the pale faces
the sudden lightning up of his bed- could only humor them, as they were
room, which Is in close proximity to very poorly heeled but two
a coal shed. He immediately arose to
and a email supply of amtind that the outhouse was on lire and munition being in their possession.
the flumes rapidly spreading toward
Suddenly one of the Indians opened
his residence fanned by a lively north
Tom McKevItt, one of fcihan-ley- 's
westerly wind. Hefore he could dress fire onpany.
himself ami arrange for proper de- one of the onlyMcKevltt's
two weapons in the
fense of the premises the fire had camp, was hanging
on the limb of a
reached his house and a destructive tree
and Shanley and McKevItt both
conflagration seemed imminent. The
a
run
made
for it.
Two shots were
prompt arrival of the Hie department
at them, one missing Shanley by
and the efficient aid rendered by the atired
narrow- - margin.
McKevItt emptied
neighbors, however, soon put an end
to the flames and the damage done his gun at the redskins, who retired
Shanwill not exceed $2'iO. During the fire out of range of the
ley took refuge behind a tree, but he
a cat and her two kittens were burnto
took
In
tall
unamputated
to
the
the
sheds
ami the
bushes
ed
death
house Itself was badly scorched. The when a few shots cut around htm.
building was occupied by Mr. and All of the men were driven out of tho
Mrs. Grlmshaw and Mrs. W. Hayes camp by the Indians and when they
Moore and family.
mustered up courage enough to rethe redskins started back to turn
turn
A movement is on foot to build a the horses out of the corral, but they
railroad from ltincon to the Elephant did not succeed.
Butte dam. to be built on the east
Mr. Shanley
on his arrival
side of the l:io Grande following the In Globe that atstated
least thirteen shots
engineering
No
river.
difficulties were fired by the Indians.
worthy of name has been found and age was done by either side,No damalit will pay from the start.
It runs though McKevItt swore that and
he had
through B0. 000 acres of the finest brought
a redskin or a horse,
agricultural land with 40.000 acres subsequentdown
examination
could find
more on the west side of the river
nor
neither
dead
wounded.
tributary to the proposed line. It
were
Issued
Warrants
for
the armany
will have the effect of bringing
Sierra county mining camps within rest of the three Indians and officers
shipping distance of the railroad and left for the reservation to bring them
will be one of the most important in. It was learned that the three bad
factors in developing the district. Indians had reported to the agent at
The Victoria smelter will be built on San Carlos that they had been atthe Klo Grande and the company will tacked by the white men because
build a bridge across the river over
which to bring the ore from their
The Hillsboro
Htllsboro properties.
placers are about twelve miles from
the river, and the mines In the Black
Kange, at Hermoso, Falrvlew, Kingston, etc., will ship ores by the new
route.
n,

John Plerpont Morgan Said to Be in
ing
Deal-2,3- 00
Acres in the
Miss Drene Starts
Tract-Charm-

Blast Furnace.
6. John
May
Colo.,
Trinl.i.id.
Pierpnnt Mnrfran. toetrnr wljjh a
MndlcatP of Santa Fe men. yesterd!
consummnted a biff real eotate deal
w herrhv
they necure a lnrfre tract
of valuable coal land south of this
city. Th tract lies south of the
Colorado Fuel & Iron company's new
the
Katclna mine and extends toacres.
Raton pass. Including 2.300
apWhile Morgana name does nottranspear In connection with the
from reliable
fer. It Is learned
sources that he ts to be the chief
owner. The tract Is a portion of the
Maxwell grant, over which there has
been so much dispute In Las Anlmns
countv. With yesterday's deal the C.
to the
F. &' I. releases all claims
property and the new corporation
once.
at
mines
develop
the
to
plans
The land Is In the heart of the
richest coal region In the state. The
transfer of the property was made In

the first place by the Kooky Mountain Coal & Iron company to James
A. Ownbey, who purchased the land
about a year ago. Ownbey transferto the
red the tract yesterday
Wootton Land & Fuel company, under which name the new corporation
will do business.
With J. P. Morgan holding Interests on the south and the C F. & I.
and Senator W. A. Clark operating
on the north
and west. Trinidad
promises soon to become the "Pittsburg of the Went." The new Katclna
mine, recently opened by the C. F. &
I., which adjoins the Morgan purchase on the nortn. Is proving to be
the richest In this belt. An eleven-fovein has recently been opened
and the camp now Is one of the largest In the state.
The deeds are to be sent to Pcn-ve- r
to the law firm of Horsey &
Hodgas.
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out of the ordinary, both as regards
size and construction.
It Is built on
the American timber crib principle,
squares.
being divided into
The under sections are held by iron
20
tons.
The
dowels weighing
squares have been filled with rock
and packed with 7,000 cubic yards of
rock. The thickness of the dam at
Its base is 40 feet; length across
stream at base, 94 feet; length at
crest, 174 feet; thickness at crest, 9
Pioneering work on
feet.
lines such as this is always deserving
success,
of
and It Is satisfactory to
know that the Tamaiti company's
prospects fully justify the outlay for
this new plant, and everything points
to a profitable future for the concern
It Is anticipated about 5 ounces per
week will cover working costs, and
for a recent period of five weeks the
yield was 82 ounces.
The company
In Its present efficient state is the result of twelve months' .hard work on
the part of those principally Interested, who were first attracted by the
possibilities of the area, and had
A company was
proved It payable.
formed with a capital of 2,500, and
had installed the above plant, which
was recently started.
The idea of
this method of working originated
with W. M. Hogg, one of the directors, and was carried out under the
direction of the manager, A. N. Wake
field.
The successful operation of
this plant would open up a large field
for improvement in working methods
among New Zealand hydraulic con
cerns, ns there are many localities
be
where such a system could
adopted.
12-fo- ot
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Territorial Topics
Sierra county district court opened traveled all over the country looking
a location, and when he struck
t. w. for
the Sacramento mountains of New
Mexico he simply stood anhast with
Charles c. Catron and Jose D. Sena amazement. I luudcroft Sliver Liu
among
those in ins.
of Santa Fe. will be
attendance on the count at Taos this
Perry H.igerman. u ho has been
week.
visiting his brother. Herbert J.
George Kubale, late superintendent
at Santa Fe, left on Friday
of the Heady Pay Reduction mines, for Hoswell, where he will be the
has accepted a good position with guest of his parents.
the Sierra Consolidated Gold Mining
Captain K. C. Abbott was anion
company.
the passengers over the Denver an
Associate Justice John It. McFie Is Klo Grande last weeK. He went to
In Taos today presiding over the sesServillets from which he proposes to
sion of the district court of that coun- make the journey overland Into Taos.
ty. The session is expected to be a
busy one.
District Court Clerk A. M. Rer
gere, District Attorney R. C. Gortner
M.
A.
A.
lodge
F. and
ltlo Grande
and Attorney A. U. Renehan
left.
lias purchased the Abeyta block at Santa Fe Saturday to be present at the
Socorro. The lower floor will be meeting of the court in Taos this
rented for store purposes and the morning.
second story will be converted into a
Judges A. J. Abbott and X. B
lodge room.
Laughlln of Santa Fe are in Taos to
The contract for the building of day attending the session of the court
the new Dona Ana county Jail was and looking after Interests of their
awarded to the Pauley Jail Construc- various clients in that interesting pu
tion company of St. Louis, Mo. The eblo.
jail is to be built adjoining the court
Miguel A. Otero, who left
house on the north and will cost
Santa Fe some days ago for South
IS.600.
Rend. Indiana, for the purpose
of
X. H. Llewellyn and wife, from bringing home his son. Miguel Jr.,
last
N.
visited
Y.,
Clifton Springs,
who has been ill at the preparatory
week with their cousin, Major Lle- school for Notre Dame university, has
wellyn at Las Cruces. Mr. Llewellyn returned with the boy.
the List Manuis connected with
L. W. Galles, one of Hillsboro's
facturing company of Canadque, N.
early day business men, but now of
Y.
Albuquerque, is spending a few days
e
During the last ten days I. X. with
mends. He is minglSmith, has sold three mountain farms ing pleasure
Mr.
business.
and
near here. One of these was the Galles is special territorial agent for
was
to
place,
Tom the Occidental Insurance company.
sold
and
Wlnslow
West.
The H. H. Sowell farm In
Mr. and Mrs. Jose K. Chaves, who
Dark canyon, has been sold to Mr.
Mich., have been living since their mar
11. Peterson, of New Haven,
charge
In New York City, will leave on
move
rlage
will
here
take
and
who
this fall. Mr. Peterson says he has the 21st of this month for a tour of

at Hillstmro today, wun junge
Parker on the bench.

Ex-Go- v.

The first symptom of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a little sore or
ulcer wiiicli tines not always excite suspicion because of its insignificance;
but as the poison becomes more firmly rooted in the blood, the mouth and
spots appear, a rash breaks out on the bo.lv,
throat ulcerate,
the hair begins to come out, glands in the neck and groins swell, and often
ulcerating sores form on the limbs, hands or face. But this is not all it"
the poison is allowed to remain it works down and attacks the bones, causing
necrosis or decay, and makes a complete physical wreck of the sufferer. It
will not do to tamper with a disease so powerful as Contagious Blood Poison,
nt every uay me virus remains in me oioon uie trouble is progressing
toward a more dangerous stage, and may in the end get beyond the rem h of
any treatment. There is but one certain, reliable cure for Contagious III
Poison, and that is S. S. S., the greatest of all blood purifiers. This remedy
attacks the disease in the right way by going down into the blood and
tjrcing out every particle of the poison. It makes the blood pure and rich
Strengthens the different parts of the lody, tones up the system anl cur-.this humiliating and destructive disorder permanently. The improvement
commences as soon as the patient gets under the influence of S S. S and
continues until every vestige of the poison is driven from the blood, and tin
sunerer completely restored to health. S. S. S. is not an experiment, it is a
success and has cured thousands of cases of Contagious Jiluod Poison in
every stage, and
entirely free from minerals, is a safe as well as certain
treatment. If you are suffering with this debasing disease get the poison
out or year blood with S. S. S liefore it does further damage. Special hom.
Uaatuieut book on the disease and medical advice sent free to all who write
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
d
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Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Facet
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

APACHES GO ON
THE WARPATH

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Danc ing PUrmy Savage From Unique
Photograph Made hy Mrs. PowtII-Cotto-

A

Margerlte Cohon, the consumptive, who has given the city authorities considerable trouble of late,
and who was recently sent from this
city to Las Vegas and from there
went to Albuquerque, left the latter
city and arrived in Itaton last Monday afternoon, says the Itaton Range.
Policeman Walter Howe noticed
her alighting from the train and forbade her leaving the depot grounds.
A ticket to Trinidad was given her
and she was sent east on a later train.
The Trinidad authorities evidently
desired to get rid of her, for she
passed through
Wednesday
Itaton
nlKht. having been given a ticket to
Las Vegas. We understand that Mrs.
Cohon was very low while the train
remained in Itaton and it is not
that she ran long survive.
Her case is a sad one, as she Is
or
aid to be without any friends
funds. The local authorities thought
he could best be looked after elsewhere. The woman Is in tne lai-- t
stages of the great whue plague anl
it is hoped that her remaining days
can be looked after by some
meaning person, so that she will not
be continually driven from pillar To
post on a railroad train.

SPECIAL

SHOWING

Mrs.

IN

OF

ter isavoee Domains.

they refused to sell their horses to
them. An investigation as to where
the Indians 'secured the liquor will
also be made.
WOitKS WONDERS,
Wonderful Compound Cure Piles,
Kczcma, Skin Itching, Skin
Eruptions, Cuts and
Uralses.
Doan"s Ointment is the best skin
treatment, and the cheapest, because
so little Is required to cure. It cures
piles after years of torture. It cures
obstinate cases of eczema. It cures all
skin Itching. It cures skin eruptions.
It heals cuts, bruises, scratches and
abrasions without leaving a scar. It
cures
permanently.
Albuquerque
testimony proves It.
A. M. Whitcomt), living at 325
North Eighth street, Albuquerque, N.
M., says: "I have nothing to retract
from the recommendation I gave for
Doan's Ointment some Ave years ago.
What I then stated was to the effect
that this preparation tiad cured me of
a breaking out, which, If not eczema,
closely resembled this trouble and
was confined to a spot about the size
of a silver dollar just below one of
my knees. Off and on for ten years
it had annoyed me,
always being
worse when I was In bed or If I would
sit near a fire. I consulted two of
our leading physicians but what they
gave me proved of no more avail than
all the different kinds of salves and
ointments that I tried. I had no
faith In Doan's Ointment, expecting
that it would act slmllarlly to the
other remedies I had used, but I was
surprised to find that the first application stopped the itching and a short
continuation of its use healed the
place affected. The fact that I can
say after this long Interval that there
has been no return of the trouble Is
pretty good reason for my willingness
to confirm my original statement. At
the time of my using Doan's Ointment one of my grandchildren had
salt rheum on his arm and the Irritation was so great that it caused him
to scratch continually.
Despite the
fact that It had resisted all treatment,
Doan's Ointment affected a cure and
one which has been permanent.
I
can recommend this preparation at
all times as one that can be relied upon to act as represented."
For sale by all dealers. Price 69
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-Miibur- n
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
1S.
take no other.
A
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New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
c

3

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. vt vH
JS
J. D. E&kln, President.
Q. Oloml, Vie President.

MELINI

Suoeeiaors to
EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DEALER
IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kttp rtrylblnff la ttoek

Wi

most fattldlous

to outfit tb

bar complett

3.

Hava been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest fen
S,
Schlltx, Wm. Lemp and St Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayor'a Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Men.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies toa numerOue ta mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat soli the tmight article aa received by ns from the beat laerlea.
Distilleries and Brewarlea In the United Stat a. Call and lnaaaat
Block and Prices, or writ (or Illustrated Catalogue and Prlea hlat.
Issued to dealers only.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaft-lag- s.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns anl Iron
.Jf,-.
Fronta for Buildings.
moplr on MInlnM mud Mill Mmehlnry m tpoolmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.
m.

MEN'S FINE CLOTHES

WE FILL

This is a showing of importance.
Clever In design, perfect In tailoring.
In fact, excelling the work of the or- nary tailor.
I

JOSEPH

SIS to S25

203
Nut

BARNETT, Prop't.

West Railroad Avenue

S3

I

WEST RAILROAD AVE- NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCE.

seaaaaaaaeaaa,swaaeaaaa

120

I

B. RUPPE
j

000aOO00O
The St. Elmo
jairtaM

We are specializing this line it Is
unusual clothing, and sold exclusively
bv this store in Albuquerque.

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

KOHN BROTHERS. Chicago

m

lerUrjt

TrenrE,

Consolidated Liquor Company

From the Wholesale Tailoring Shops of

li-o-

Cnti. Hellnl,

O. Btcbecbi,

CLEVER SPRINS STYLES

--

ago when he ran a Jinison bar into
thumb. He says: "The doctor
want I to amputate it but I woulj
not onsrnt. I bought a box of liu li
lins Arnica Salve and that cured the
dangerous nound." 2Dc at all diu
gisu
Subscribe for The evening Citizen

D

PRESCRIPTIONS

--

A Narrow Km apt.
W. Cloyd, a merchant, of PI
Mo., had a narrow escape four y

Albuquerque, New Mexico

n,

Jlrst While Woman to En

Clothier and Furnishier

IN RATON

BY...

...PUBLISHED

M. MANDELL

WANTED

ColZEN

7

old-tim-

CURES
BLOOD POISON

-

NING

h

.OT-20-

copper-colore-

All

1

right

.

i& i lit

SLUICING III NEW ZEALAND

10-in-

'i
Kinds Commercial

e.

NEW METHOD OF HYDRAULIC

A novel departure In connection
with hydraulic sluicing has recently
been Introduced In New Zealand. The
scene is In the Lawrence district.
South Inland, and the plant belongs
to the Tamaiti Gold Mining company.
Its chief claim to interest is its
in using the turbine as a
means of power for pumping water at
Water supconsiderable pressure.
ply is assured by the construction of a
weir, by damming iback river water.
To obtain power to force the water
over a hill 100 feet high and use it
for sluicing, a turbine has beeny installed. Four of Tangye's
pumps have been Ingeniously
high-dut- y
converted into a four-stag- e
pump. This pump, traveling at 700
revolutions per minute, will throw
from 6 to 8 cubic feet of water per
second against a total 'head of 200
feet. They are driven by a James
Leffel
horizontal turbine, which gives out 200 horse-pow75
consuming
cubic
feet of
when
This turbine is
water per second.
mounted on concrete piers which rest
upon the solid rock. The feeder pipe
the same is 4 feet 6 Inches in diameter.
This Is connected to a flume 8
feet by 5 feet deep, which conveys the
water from the reservoir to the turAfter being sent over a hill
bine.
The
the water is used for sluicing.
pumps are doing from 6 to 8 cubic
feet per second against a varying
nead or 150 to 1'uu reet, according to
the power given. They have a raising capacity of 3,000,000 gallons every
24 hours, which provides for a conThe dam
siderable amount of work.
forming the weir is also something

imnmaaj

are right
Jungle then began.
The bride had the novel experience of being the first white woman
to traverse this savage country. With
her husband she engaged In many
desperate encounters with wild beasts
and warring natives.
Mrs. Powell-Cotto- n
Is an accom-pfllshe- d
W'lwn, sunburned
writer.
over
and glowing with enthusiasm
her adventures, she returned to Paris
the other day, she was met by J. W.
Mason, the foreign correspondent of
to
this newspaper, and consented
write the story of her remarkable
honeymoon.
The thrilling story will be published aerially in The Evening Cltisen,
beginning tomorrow.
Mrs. Powell-Cotto- n
carried a camera on the Journey and the photographs made by her
will be reproduced to Illustrate her
account.
No one can afford to miss this absorbing story.

Our Work
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPL
AND
CLUB ROOM8

AoornoiairmiH
COAL
EieOH

Genuine American block. per
ton . .
,...$50
Cerrlllos Lump
...$e.5t
tS.ftO
Antlirnclte Nut
Anthracite lulled
$.00
Anthracite, stove and .furnace
.

aUee . .
Mexico City anil return f 10.25, April
Cleau Gas Coke
J&iU to May IMtli. I Imlt July 31.
WOOD.
J.
riltlJV. Agent.
Green Mill Wood, per

t.

Card signs, "Rooms for Rent,"
"Board," etc., tor salt at the office of
The Evening Citizen,

IV.

ma km

IS.Otf

loaJ....M.iS

H. HAHN
Bo la Pboaea.

&

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

The ALBUQUERQUE !
EVENING CITIZEN

THE CUB'S
Lawyers are

law breakers.

the

CORNER

j

most successful

D

PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

Truth Is always a friend to those
who honestly seek It.

By The Citizen Publishing Co.

rueller lay In a stock of thermometers before they get any higher.

C-

0

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W.S. STRICKLER

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

Ignorance Isn't bliss if you don't
know a good thing when you see It.

0

change in your manner of living
may put more change In your pocket.
A

D

To be thinking always of your own
advantage is the easiest way to ad-

I1M.LY EoiirrEn job ieputmi.n r.
I!IT AIVEIUIMN(; MKMVM IN THE Mt TH1T.
1J.JUIX; IlKI'VIII ICAX lWI'EK IX NEW MI'MtO.
IUKSTIXi AEIUQVEKQVE AMI Till! SOITIIWEVE
KKI VIIMC AN

ritINt IPLKS AM

IKES

ASSfKlATP--

KKIDKT

N1

T1IK "SOI AKE

AIXIUMIY

vance backward.

Too many want to hide their dodging of the ten commandments behind
doubts about Moses.
D
"Roosevelt Is a many-side- d
man."

IEl."

"I'm,"

"Do you deny it ?"
"Well, he doesn't seem to have any
blind side."

M:VS SEJIVKE.

RcoseveCt's PcpuCarity
much I"

of the United State has n man been
hen he first ttiatle nis
af has Theodore Roosevelt.
appearance on the battlefield of San Juan Hill, he was regarded
somewhat as a grandstand player by the conservative element in politic.
Since then he has demonstrated pretty thoroughly that his grandWhen Theodore lioosevelt sets out tJ
stand plays are in dead earnest.
do a thing he does it most completely and he let the blame and the criticism take care of themselves. As a result, he stands today, the dominating spirit of the government, the terror of the money sharks of the east,
nd other mushroom capitalists, the defender of the common people and
the hero of the west. Despite a storm of adversities, Theodore Roosevelt
has weathered the pale as never did a president before him. He is the
Washington and Lincoln of his day. His popularity Increases with every
rising of the sutv
Under the heading of "Why Roosevelt's Popularity Grows,' the Worlds
Work for May pays the great republican the following tribute:
"The president keeps his popularity and even widens and deepens It;
and those who think In The political terms of suaver and gentler administrations continue to wonder that this Is so. By all the rules of official dignity
dangerous, exand gentleness, he ought now to be regarded as a reckless, turn.
Hear his
cited pilot who will surely run the ship on rocks at the next
Alas, the dignity of the great office!
loud talk and see his wild gestures!
And In their wonder at his continued popularity, they say that he is the most
not some times
astute politician that we have ever had, fooling the people
but all the time. The inexplicable, deluded people, will they applaud th3
very wrecking of our institutions?
"It is in .this tone that most of the daily papers in New York, for instance, are taJklng in tones of pity either for the great office, for the president, or for the silly people. As for the great office. Thoma-- s Jefferson, Ana large
drew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln held it; and, while they held itdespaired
part of the critics saw the Impending ruin of our Institutions andrevolutionof the Judgment of the people who seemed to like these ungentle
was
ists. The Journalistic criticisms of these three great positive presidents
as a storm to a breeze compared with the present criticisms of Mr. Roosevelt. It is instructive reading to turn back and see how almost every vigorous man In the white house was "destroying our Insltttuions" and how the
silly people applauded the destruction, and then to observe how men came
Jater to look back at most of these vigorous presidents as philosophic and
even as gentle and long suffering leaders.
"In fifty years or ten years, perhaps Mr. Harriman, for Instance, will
be as dim a figure a Jay Gould now Is, or dimmer, and the present political
clashes between persons of this year or next will be known only to diligent
campaign funds
students of our political history. Even the scandals about
Men will not know who Bliss and Cortelyou and Odell
will be forgotten.
and Penrose were nor who lied and what he lied about, and who paid and
who
what he paid for, and who conspired and what he conspired about, and care
told cock and bull stories and who gat drunk and babied nobody will
about these things year after next, to say nothing of ten or fifty years hence.
"But boys half a century hence will read in their histories and all the
world will know and remember a few simple great facts such as these (for it
Is only a few simple great facts that the world finds it worth while to re-

X,v,r

In 1he hiMory

the public

ve

member);
' Theodore Roosevelt was the most popular president that the United
He came to the presidency at the tlms
Slates has had since Washington.

th-when .the republic first fully felt its strength, and his temperament fitted
We had acquired outlying possessions as a result of a
vigor of its rnood.
war in which he served. Under his administration we shaped our colonial
policy; the Panama canal was begun; our government had an unprecedented
At home the plan of reclaiming our desert lands was
Influence abroad.
made; and the work of saving and renewing our forests was begun, and the
It was
policy of improving and utilizing our river systems was laid down.
under his administration that great land thefts were stopped, and that the
This was the period
army was made energetic and the navy strengthened.
when great fortunes were made by unregulated corporations, whose leaders
Great
threatened the control of the people in politics and in government.
Interests had their silent privileges and their senators, their vested rights and
their legislatures. It was President Roosevelt who exposed them and punished them and again made the law respected. He refused to become a candidate for a third term and he used his popularity with the reople to have
his policy continued of forbidding the corporations to control the government
and of living above the law.' "

A Word from Kill Eolor.
Human
nacher's peculiar. Th'
world's full o' men lookin' fer something t' make hair grow on th' head.
an women Inokln fer something f
take it off their arms.
D

I'lKvilnln Magnate.
"My doctor recommends Europe. '
"Going?"
"Diinno yet. My lawyer seems to
thing Canada will do."
1 lie

a

man once lived In a thriving town,
Down In New Mexico,
He sat up nights and figured how
To make his business grow.
of all the plans he made and tried,
All failed before his eyes.
tic had the push and energy
Dut forgot to advertise.
A

"How about this," said a patron nt
lunch counter this morning to the
dish washer, "You haven't got those
dishes washed yet"
"What's that'.'" asked the dish
washer.
"Why, you have held this Job two
months and haven't got those dishes
washed! When will you ever get
through 7"

a

Tlio Ixist Hoy.

"Oh, have you seen my little boy? the
anguished mother cried.
While three policemen sighed and
pushed their dominoes aside.
"His face was freckled as could be;
his nose was scratched, I know;
And almost all the time he had a rag
tied on his toe.
"His hair was like a bunch of hay,
and when he went from home
It stood In all directions, for he never
used a comb,
And in his pockets you will find all
kind of boyish truck,
If you can get your hand In where
the candy has not stuck."
The great policeman shook his head
in grim negation flat,
"Weil look for him," he said, and
reached out for his visored hat;
"Hut I can tell you anyway.
This job ain't anything like play.
There's seven thousand boys in town
that's Jest about like that."
Dallas News,
Keen Eyesight.
He was a five foot, rotund, prosperous looking llostonlan,
who
came
tumbling oft one of the Shrlner special trains yesterday. He paced P
and down the platform In the warm
sunshine in evident delight.
Presently he spied the Sandia mountains
and In a moment was lost in close
scrutiny of their classical outlines. He
called a friend and for some moments
they chattered and pointed and ejaculated like a pair of twin school girls.
I thought It was about time for me
to

butt in.
"What's the matter,"

I asked.
"Say. kid," said the rotund one.
"how far is It over to those mountains," pointing to the Sandia rocky
cliffs north of Rear canyon.
I guessed It for him
at twenty
miles.
"Twenty miles!" he sputtered, "On
the dead?" Then he turned to his
companion. "Well, Jim. I guess that
one won't go. We both just saw
There are very few things which, left to themselves, will grow iiuite unitetopplainly a man walking along
the
of those mountains. Twenty
so rapidly as holes.
miles! N'ew
air may be mighty
"The only way in which to keep a city's streets in repair," recently clear, but I Mexico
guess we better not tell
declared George LiufTey, head of the public works department of San Fran- that one when we get back home."
nolo
cisco, "is to repair every hole as soon as it is discovered. A
hole tomorrow."
today will be a hundred-dolla- r
Wlion tlu Green Gets Ruck in the
Trees.
The same characteristics displayed by the holes Duffey speaks of are In
sining, when the green gits back
Duffey probably never thought of th's.
observable in holes In character.
In
the trees,
He was ne of the members of the board of supervisors who, by the conAnd the sun comes out and stays.
fessions of hi fellows, consented to sell the trust reposed In him and his And yer boots pulls on with a good,
corporations, whose corrupting activities have
ct
tight squeeze,
to bribe-givin- g
And you thing of yer barefoot days.
led to San Francisco's present bribe scandals.
you oil to work and you want
When
Duffey's character was originally a particularly sound one. Hut one
to not,
hole wore tfirough. He saw the hole, but thought no one else would see
And you and yer wife agrees
it. He probably thought for a time that he would mend It some day; but It's time to spade up the garden lot.
When the green gits back in the
it grew larger with startling rapidity. Finally all chance of repair had
trees
vanished, and now that big. ugly place In Duffey's character promises to
Well!
work Is the least o' my Ideas
accomplish the ruin of his life.
When
llie green, you know, gits
It Is an old story. Some characters are full of little holes; others show
back in the trees!
but one big one; while a comparatively few are thoroughly sound.
When the green gits back in the trees
The only time to repair a hole Is when it makes Its first appearance.
ami bees
Don't wait until you are a moral sieve. When you discover that some
arouu' agin
temptation, some influence for evil has taken root and Is eating its way into In Isthat
kind of a lazy
your character, get out your repair kit and get after it.
The mending will be easy today. Tomorrow it will be harder and nett
'Id gait they bum roun' In:
week it may tie impossible. If you think there are no holes j,, your char- When the grouu's all bald where the
hayrick stood.
Inspection.
on
now
to
is
start
a tour of
acter,
the time
And the crick's riz. and the breeze
Coaxes the bloom in the old dogwood,
And the green gits back in I lie
trees
ITct
I like, as I say, in sich scenes
as
these.
A V'iu:.(.' in. m who had inherited a large fortune from a rich but vcrv
The time when the green gits back
In the trees!
economical relative, decided to live on a scale commensurate with his greatly Increastd income, and ivas making arrangements to build a tine mansion,
o' winter
the whole
When
buy an automobile and Invest in other expensive luxuries, when an elileiiy
time
friend who iiad always been one of his advisers undertook to remonsir.it'
Is all pulled out and gone!
with him. says trie Youth's Companion.
And tile sap it thaws and begins to
climb,
"What's this I hear about your sijimidering tin- money your uncle left
And the swet it starts out on
you, Harry .'" ,iid the elderly friend.
A
feller's furred,
down
"I am not going to squander it." he answered, "but I'm noing to net
At the old spring on his knees
some good out of it."
I kindo' like Jest
roun'
Didn't your uncle
"It's el:"it:!i to make him turn oyer- in his grave.
When the green gits back in the
,t rees
prove In liis own ease that a man could live on a personal expenditure of If
Jest
roun' as I durn
than $ 1.0UU a year
please,
"Ye-.- "
green,
you know, gits
When the
WeUV'
back in the trees.
so
"Wei!, io pioved it
thoroughly that
accept it us demonstrated.
JAM KS WH1TCOMR RILEY.
What is tin - of my continuing the experiment 7"
KOSCOE, TIIK ItOOKTEIt.
"The number of anhnais slaughtered in the I'nlied States for food in
I'JUO was a- - fol.o.vM
Cattle. 11.5ai.n'; calves. 3.Mio,iMiil ; hogs,
(omp : making a total of stl.HTi.HUU."
fchtep, 1 "..
It would be interesting 1
It is
know jut how many cattle and sheep came from the great southwest.
a afe bet that Ne.v .Mexico ami Arizona furnished more than their .jii ,ta.

Repairing tfte KcCes

ten-doll-

self-respe-

a

Walter Of experiment

-
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4 WOOING IN THE
YEAR

2000

Oijr Cynthia Grew)
'Coming here! I wonder who it
can be!"
"Too bad. Norrette; If flying machines were numbered as automobiles used to be, your curiosity might
be satisfied at least three minutes
sooner."
The air ship settled slowly,
"It s Jack! Mary, Mary oh. stie s
gone! A pretty chaperon she makes.
No wonder
I
can't endure him,
thrown at his head as I am. Well,
let him come, I'm not afraid. I ll
marry him or not, as I choose."
lie swung easily toward her. "I'm
not glad to see you," was her rude
greeting.
"Indeed?" cheerily. "I'm delighted to see you.
What wedding garment are you making now?"
"None for any wedding of yours."
"Then put It away and fly with
me.
Hy nightfall
we
shall have
reached the moon, where the fairies
live and there we can be wedded.
You shall be bound so gently that
even you will forget to fret at love's
silken cords. Come!"
"Silly, can't you see I'm busy?"
"I see that you are saucy. Permit
me," and without ado he picked her
up, sewing and all, and ran with
her to the ship. In an instant they
were off Hnd Norrette, red with anger, was tugging at the knots in her
thread.
"I love you," said the man.
"Ninety-nin- e
times!" snaimeu the
girl, taking her teeth from a knot.
"There Is luck in nines."
"Luck!" she glanced up scornfully, then a strange light leaped to
her eyes and a quick color to her
cheeks. Another machine, the ship
of the rival lover, silently sailed be
hind them. The girl knew that he
could hear her every word. "I would
throw myself from the ship before
I would marry a man who attempt
ed to run away with me." '
As she spoke she perched perilous
ly near the edge of the boat and her
eyes flew past Jack's shoulder and
shone full into the eyes of the rival
lover. He read her message and answered her daring with a nod and
smile. In an instant the second ma
chine glided noiseless beneath the
larger one and slightly to one side.
The girl swung deliberately over
the rail and swayed toward what
seemed a reckless plunge to death.
With a powerful effort Jack brok?
the spell which held him. and,
springing forward,
cried, "No, no,
" but the
Norrette, I will never
words froze on his Hps as the outstretched hand of the rival lover rose
from space to steady her Into the
other car, where, in defiance, she
sang out, "Go, take your trip to the
sliver moon, ha, ha!"
Roth men were pale. "It was a
wicked thing to do," said Jack, then
with a quick tug. he changed his
course and shot away toward the
gleaming sun.
"No wonder men adore you." said
the rival lover. "Norrette, when will
you marry me?"
"Don't!" commanded the girl. !n
sudden fright. "I was a fool. This
Is no time for love making.
Take
me home."
"Hut, my answer; you promised it
today."
"Did I? Tonight, then, not now."
"Tonight, when the moon is full,"
he whispered. She nodded and was
gone.
Her aunt sat be'fore a tray of flowers. "Your fly was short. Why.
Norrette, you are quite white!"
nnori, yes, out h mignt nave been
to eternity!"

In the shadows of the court Norrette lingered among her roses.
There was a fluttering, a gleam of
white silvered in the moonlight, and
presently Jack found her there.
"Norrette, 1 was rude. 1 offer nc
excuse, there Is none. Rut. until today I did not know that you really
hated me. I was foolish enough to
think thai you cared. Can you forgive me before I go away?"
She held out her hand.
"Thank you." he said gently. ' I
was afraid you would not forgive
Goodby, Norrette."
"Don't go yet," she faltered. "Yo.i
1
you
haven't said good-by- e
to
Mary."
may
tell her."
"You
"
"Hut
"Well 7"
" Jack, can't you see?"
"I see a man running down
tht
stairs," said Jack dully. "1 must go."
"Oh. it is lie!" whispered Norrette
fearfully.
"He is coming after
me. Jack. Jack, dear, take me quickly! I do love you."
No dullness could fail to respond
to that eager pleading and to the
clinging of those trembling finger-- .
In the shadow of the friendly balcony he bent and kissed her willing
lips.
"Norrette," called a deep voles
from across the moonlit court.
"I am here," said the girl from
her lover's arms.
am here." slie
repeated, dragging Jack forward Into
the white light. "I'm sorry I mean
I'm glad that I am going to marry
Jack! You sei Aunt Mary thinks !
ought. And won't won't ymi haw
some fruit before vou go?
it s on
the roof!"

i

The funeral of Miss l"ru!a Sai.
aged IT. the daughter of Mr. and
.Mrs. Victor s.iis. who died Saturday
night at her home. 7v5 Kighth street,
was held this afternoon from the
Church of the Immaculate Conception. The services began at 3 o'clock.
Interment was in Santa Itarbara cem
etery. The deceased was well known
to the young people of Albuquerque,
iinu ner Ucalli is regretted bv a host
!' friends.

throug'i
The eastern pa pels say that "Silent'' Smith, whose body pas.-e-d
this city recently, lias many "joor relations" In New York. Smith left a fur.
tune estimated at ITM.vOU.UOo. A man who died leaving that much nmney
and "poor relations'' Is little short of a criminal.
,
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indred privates have graduated as cooks at Fort Riley, Ka.,.
: wiJl br 'ought wlt't lurvi.ig kiiitcs ami soup ladles.
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(To be continued.)
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Constructed on Scientific
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
eaven, Mr. Dcleacy. John E. Moll
tor and Klchard S. Sweeney, and two
others not yet named. The honorary
pallbearers are Mrs.
Kreese, Mrs.
Kink. Mrs. Goff. Mrs. Coleman, Mrs.
Mi.Miuire and Mrs. Shaire.

TELEGRAPHIC

were

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

IIO Wist Gold Avenue
re-

ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
Sew York. Room 37. Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M. :
N'ew York Hock.
October cotton
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison
Atchison pfd
Anaconda
Haitimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Itapid Transit
Cheseapake and Ohio
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel

WILL PAY THE BOY.

KACKLEY

MARKETS

The following quotations

I

110.57
125
95
134
37
95

i
96'i
6
3'4

99

'',

42

177
36

We arc the oldest firm of music dealers
in New Mexico, and today sell more
goods than any other concern in the Territory. Everything in the musical line
may be found in our store. Whitson
Music Co., 124 South Second.
g

24i
75',

Kile com
Missouri Pacific

4

64
National Lead
New York Central
116'
7S
Norfolk
Pennsylvania
1231
Heading
112
Southern Pacific
135 St. Paul
146
I'nloii Pacific
I'. S. S. com
378
F. S. S. pfd
102
Total Sides stocks 591.400 shares.
Money closed 2 '2 fi 2 per cent.
, ... 16
c.reene Cananea
18
Shannon
177
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Kange
fc3'
!N a
North Iiuite
27 'i
Unite Coal
T

('g

summary of Conditions.
York. May b. American
stu ks in London steady, rather above
parity.
London market firm and higher
with consols up
of 1 per cent.
Soiitnern Pacific cancels ninety nine
yt.tr agreement with San Pedro road.
railway
San
Francisco
strike
spreading.
Missouri Fa ille traffic continues to
ta facilties.
London believes it may get gold
from New York and South America
horth .
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago. May 6. Cattle receipts.
:!toui. Market strong to shade higher.

f There

h

Dearer

AnyVam

To

New

I'.eeXes

4

.
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rtl ti

4

$

CoWS

:

1

Ml il 4 Ml

calves $4.1111 ti
no; goo. I to prime steers
$5.4ll'l
1 4. ;tn 'n 5. :!n
.4": poor to medium
a.
lock, is and feeders $ 2 Ml i
Sheep receipts 2". (Hill.
Mai ki t
s:, ady. Western
year4"''i li
tllambs
lings $6. 7 5 T.fi.'
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Money Market.
New York. May 6.- l'r.nie mere,
pap r 5 '" 6 jiir tit silver 65 '4
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tin c.r.l
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FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS

John
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Beavcn

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Williams' Indian Pllt
r"Ol)r
rAi'ilillNi'iini.U'WelUiiiJ
I. clung
ieeilintr anil
lal'lit s. It ut.borl.s Iheemluiuori,
e. at u
tnuvH tl.e iu tiiiiK at
lnstai.l re
itoultict,
ISSS1.1H W iliiuiiis'lniiKiti pile O.ne
prepared for Pncnaiid Ilea-inif.
Kve.y
of tiie pnvuto parts.
vurruiiitil. Hv dria'inst. I'T unci 011 rem price Ml rents nnd l."i. WiLLAM
l veluii.l. 0i,.,
VAHUFtCTURiN6 Tl . i'n'P.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

morning at y o'clock. A short service will be held at the house, b, ginning at s o'clock, aft.r which the
Mt lal Market.
body will be collve.Xed to the church,
New Yuk May .'.. L. d .1.1,1 6.1
where Father Mandalari
will offi..;
25
i per quiet 25
ciate. The di t eased leaves a husbap.d
rii
'I'll. .in. is JSi'iihm, a prominent machinSiilliT Marker
ist, now connected with the Santa Fe
6.
Louis, Ma
Spelter quiet,
machine shops, and a daughter, Mis
0.42 '
Mary K. iiiitton.
Mrs. Dritton cam to A!hui'ier;'i-twentTo Chicken Fetter.
years ayo from Kngland. her
Mau&ard's Mills are selling good
birthplace. She was very prominent
In Albuquerque social circles.
wheat at $1.40 per 100 lbs.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
Interment will be in Santa Par-bar- a
AT WALTON'S DRUG
Kiibsorllie for The Evenfng Citiarn. CANDIES,
cemetery.
STORE.
The juillbearers will be John S. die news.
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City I.ivc-tnt-Kansas City. May ti. Cattle fioio'l.
5o0 southerns.
Market
.in hi ling
higher. Southern steers
steady to
en ,1 j. :.ii sotnhern
$3.(ni
cows
4.'."; stuckers and feeders $3.60 ',f r,.3r.
tiuil- - $3. 2 5 'ii 4.5(J ; calves $3.25 'n 5.50;
in stern fed steers $4.4"ii5.0"; w stern fed cows $3.25 4.75.
Sheep ret eipts ('.nlio. Mai ki t steady.
Muttons $",.5(1 6.75 lambs $7.ini'u
"; range wethers $ j. 5 " n 7 .'o' fed
,
s $5.25 n 6 5 ('.

Mary 1". Ili'itton.
The funeral ,,f Mrs. Mary K. mi-tonaged ,",(i vears, who died Sunday
night at her home. '.il.' William
e
street, will be held from the hum.
Concept:.,!!
church tomorrow

K

STRONG BL QCK
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Jen:'. !:::i, let us adjourn to the corner drug store ni .l h
- :!.e governor uf
urtli Carolina to tin- - governor "f South

and the best line of Furniture
ever received in the city.
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The body of Mrs. I.il.liie F. D.u No v
aged ;U year.-- , who died Sai.day
morning at her home, :,n7 West l.ead
avenue, will lie taken back to the old
home at Agrieola, Kan.. for interment. The deceased had been
a
resident of Albuiiiei'iiie four years,
and death was duo to pulmonary
SlVi..
trouble
Hv...l l.e
I,,,..
blind, M. K. Davison, who will accompany the remains to the old home.
J he funeral
of Miss Sotia tiutlieri-z- .
aged 11 years, who died this morning
at her home m Sandoval. N. M wiil
lie held from that place tmnm row
morning. The deceased was a daughter of Abraham liuilierez. a hoi!e.'-makc- r
at the Santa 1'V inachmi shop..
-.
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DAILY SHORT STORIES
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And now .v e aie to have another uprising In South American republii s.
America, some
When the indications are good for a ijuiet summer In Smith
dinky little Insurrecto starts with an army of ten general-- , three captains nr.
a private and entertains the public for three months.
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nuv OFahe

WOMEN
XOMOKKOW.

Io not injure tlieir j.liysical ami
mental well being with inl'estib'e
tireaj. Kemembcr, they gr.nv be.--:
when fed best. Select a quality t f
bread that you know is ninae riht lr.
every way.
I'nder sanitary conditions, of good Hour, properly mixed
ana uaKea, so as to be whole-cme- and
nuiriiiiiu.4, lialluiKS Ureiid mi
ti in!
will be found to luitill ee: retiu. . e-

tnent
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Class of 1907 Listens to

Rose Two Feet Yesterday-

Ad-

Barelas Bridge

dress by Rev. Hugh

Disabled-Dyk- es

Surrounded by an audience which
completely filled the first floor of the
the faculty anil
Elk' opera houe,
rtudents of the University of New
Mexico began their week's program of
commencement exercises by listening
to a baccalaureate sermon delivered
by Rev. Hugh, A. Cooper, pastor of
The
the First Presbyterian church.
vent was screeluled to begin nt 3 p
m., but Ions before than hour the Interest of the people of Albuquerqu?
In the institution which Is their pride
was evidenced In the long lines of
people who were seen making their
way toward the place of meeting.
Once inside the building the visitors
were taken In hand by members of
the purthe student body, detailed for
pose and promptly seated, space near
the front being reserved for members
of the faculty and of the class of
1S07. The following students acted as
ushers: Kalph Tascher, Kirk Kryan.
Krrett Van Cleave, Allan Kellar. Hugh
Clad In
Bryan and Charles Lenibke.
mortarboard and gown, the sombre
collegian.
their
habiliments of the
presence lent that dignity and charm
to the occasion which from time Im
memorial has surrounded the closing
scenes of each succeeding year of unl
vemity life.
Shortly After the appointed hour
President W. G. Tight, accompanied
by Rev. Hugh A. Cooper, appeared
upon the platform and occupied seats
to the right of the audience, and the
members of the Presbyterian choir
entering from the left, occupied seats
provided for them directly opposite
Soon
afterward Organist F. W
Pchwentker, also of the Presbyterian
church, assumed his place at the
piano and the exercises began with
the singing toy the choir of the
This
anthem, "Kyrie," by Mozart.
was followed with a prayer by Rev.
Cooper, and the reading John I. Ij
28, and Luke vil.
6
by President
Tight.
Mrs. H. C. Collins followed
the scripture lesson with a most beau"Callest Thou
tiful solo, entitled,
Too
Thus. O. Master." by Mletzke.
much cannot be said of this feature
of the programa, which was rendered
In Mrs. Collins' most Impressive manner and which was greatly enjoyed by
all present.
The theme of the sermon, which
immediately succeeded Mrs. Collins'
solo, was "A Type of True Greatness."
and the text chosen- was Luke 1, la
the words of which are: "He shall
be great In the sight of the Lord
Throughout the discourse the speaker
held up the character of John the
Baptist as a true type of greatness
He dwelt upon the Importance of an
early selection of a proper standard
of character for those who were abou
to go forth Into the activities of life
and maintained that without this
choice the career must of necessity
by a failure In the sight
of God,
whether Its success In material lines
should meet the world standard or
' not.
He plead for the adoption of the
simple combined with the strenuous
life on the part of his hearers, and
cited many examples as illustrations
f the kind of success that was really
On the whole Mr
worth while.
Cooper's sermon was a most able as it
was a most useful address, and it !
not too much to say that It will long
be remembered not only for Its many
trite phases, but also for the sound
advice It contained.
The exercises
closed with the singing of the "L'nl
versity Hymn" by the audience, and
the benediction.
During the service the graduating
class occupied seats In the parquet
Immediately In front of the platform
They are as follows:
Officers
Isobel O. Xiven, president;
Kate Cunningham, vice president;
Rose Harsch. secretary and treasurer
Class roll. Isobel O. Xiven. Rose M
Harsch, Katherlne C. Cunningham,
Vida Pinney, Iola Stowell, Nellie
Nash, Anita M. Jasper, Margaret Kel
eher, Olive Zelner.
24-3-

The Rio Grande Is restless again.
A boat Is needed to traverse the
IlHrelas bridge road.
Yesterday the water In the stream
had risen two feet, but this morning
It went down eight inches.
one post In the Harehis bridge was
washed away, but the bridge as a
whole Is In no special danger at preS'
ent. The bridge Is being repaired.
Said Alfred Grunsfeld, chairman of
the county commissioners, when In
tervlewed on the subject: "Naturally
there is some anxiety felt regarding
the Rio Grande ut this time of the
year, but as far as I know the people
nave nothing to fear. It Is not likely
that there will be much of an over
flow this year.
We have a force of
men making what repairs are necessary ri the dykes and Pitt Ross, the
county surveyor, is himself at Ala
meda superintending some construc
tion work there. Kverything possible
will be done to safeguard the city."
H. J. Collins, the assistant of Pitt
Floss and deputy county surveyor of
Sandoval county, said In effect that
a number of dams were being constructed a mile anil a half above Ala
meda under the direction of Pitt Ross
vho was on the spot. These dams are
to turn the water
from channels
which were originally acequlas. With
the main channel of the river
stralghened at this point the water
can be confined more readily to Its
natural course and the danger of a
damaging floods averted. The dykes
In this vicinity are also being re-e- n
forced and made higher. One thousfeet of new
and and seventy-thre- e
dam work Is under construction. This
work comprises four different sections.
Several wing dams are also
being built fallen trees, wired to the
prevent floating objects
to
bank
knocking against the banks and
Is
weakening them.
Wired brush
used in the construction
and the
dykes. The dams will all be reared
years
A few
to high water mark.
ago the water broke through
the
dykes and In addition to doing some
damage to farming lands, undermined
the tracks of the Santa Fe road. For
of
tiflcatlons again a recurrence
this are now being made.
At present there Is sufficient money
appropriated to take care of the
dykes, but should any new Unfleul
ties arise, there Is apt to be a shortage, and another special levy may
then be necessary.
The recent heavy snows in the
mountains to the north and the frequent rains of late have caused the
tributaries of the Rio Grande to
empty large amounts of water Into
the river. This and the warm weath
er which Is sure to come In the near
future and melt the mountain snows
have combined to put the valley peo
ple on the uneasy seat. An unusual
rise may be expected at any time and
too great preparation cannot be made
for a flood.
i

JUDGE CRAIG GIVES TWO

30

HOBOS

DAYS IN

EIVE MINUTES

"You're charged with being va
grants; how do you plead, guilty or
not guilty." announced Police Judge
Craig this morning to Robert Thompson and John Wood, two men arretted last night by Special officer
Eaton, who found
loating
them
around me sanlu he freight yards.
"Well, I don't know; 1 guess I'm
guilty, stid '1 hoinpson.
$15 or fifteen days," answered the
court.
"I'm guilty, if he Is," spoke up
wood, who Kept his head down on
his breast, shamefacedly.
"You gt the same dose," contin
ued the court.
In order to make the front park of
"Take 'em away. Joe." spoke up
the Alvarado hotel appear more at Chief McMillin to officer Salazar, who
tractive, Manager Pellow had the acts as court officer.
electric fountain repaired and put In
This was what happened to two hofirst class condition last week, and bos in police court this morning in
Saturday night. Just before the Shrln Just live minutes.
era' banquet opened, the fountain
a musical tune of siiatterinit
AT THE
watter beautifully. The fountain
to be kept going all summer, and It is
possible that lights will be put around
Manager
the fountain In the court.
LAST NIGHT
Pellow said Sunday that several hundred gold fish were to be placed in
the pool formed about the court
For something l ew ill the moving
fountain.
picture line flit- - Diorama ut tile Casino
K will worth seeing.
Last night an
My Ilet Friend.
enthusiastic audience viewed the exhibition afforded by Professor Brad-shaAlexander Benton who lives
with his modern moving picRural Route J, Fort Edward. N.
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery i ture aparatus. The "Trip around the
my best earthly friend. It cured :ne world'' representing a detective chasof asthma six years ago. It has al-- o ing a criminal from country to counperformed a wonderful cure of in- try held the spectators in a state of
and also gave
cipient consumption for my son's excited curiosity
the
wife. The first bottle ended the ter- glimpses of unfamiliar scenes
over.
world
pictures
The
are the
rible cough, and this accomplished, most excelk-n- t
of
their
kind
and
the
one,
symptoms
the other
left one by
program proceeds without a hitch.
until she was perfectly well. Dr. The
professor is here from a tour of
King's Ntw Discovery power over the republic
of Mexico and will excoughs and colds is simply marvel- hibit his novelties
every evening for
ous.'' No other remedy has ever the remainder or the
The
quailed it. Fully guaranteed by all lustrated Kings also week.
are admirably
druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bot-tl- e sung ami e:.i;v-nc-'rto-- :
iy
colored
free.
ure.
w
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The Church of the Immaculate
Conception was filled with proud par
ents and Interested friends yesterday
morning at 7 o'clock mass, when the
pastor. Rev. Father A. M. Mandalarl,
administered the sacrament of first
holy communion to a large class of
children.
It was a pretty and an impressive
sight.
The girls wore white dresses.
with veils and flowers of white.
The
boys were dressed scrupulously
in
neat Mack sult.s, with white collars
The pews In w hich the little first com
municants were seated had been re
served for them In the fore part of
the church Hiid they were designated
by streamers of white ribbons
The communion rail was also
draped In white, caught up here and
there with sprays of flowers and
greens.
The high altar and the sldd
altars were also plainly but effectively
decorated, white flowers being the
predominating feHture.
Promptly at 1 o'clock the children
entered the church, marching two by
two, while the choir sang "Come,
Jesus, Come to Me.
The sodalities followed the children
and with members of the congrega
tion occupied the seats back of th?
little communicants.
They also re
ceived communion with the parents
and rrlends or the children.
Before taking their pews, the chil
dren placed lighted candles upon the
side altars. The celebration of solemn
high mass then began, Rev. Father
Mandalarl officiating.
Following the gospel, the reverend
MEM'.
delivered a short sermon sole
father
Bullion
ly to the children about to receive fo,Olives
Pickles
the first time the most sacred sacra
Turkey
of their faith, it was a beauti
Mashed Potatoes
Green Peas ment
fully worded exhortation and every
Chicken Salad
was filled with deep feel
sentence
Wine Jelly
Cake
ing.
Whipped Cream
The children then approached the
Cigars
Coffee
The menu card was an artistic communion rail, with folded hands
novelty. It had light leather covers and downcast eyes and made the first
with a burnt leather design on the communion of their lives.
Following the mass a reception to
front.
Toast Master, M. C. O'Hara.
the children was held In SL Mary's
B
Mark
Address of Welcome
hall, followed by a breakfast.
The
Thompson.
following are the children who jnade
Response J. M. Nealon. grand their first communion:
knight of the El Paso council.
Sister Natalia, moderator;
Sister
"Knighthood and Citizenship," O, Reglna,
choir mistress.
N. Marron, of Albuquerque, territor
Boys Louis Armtjo, Henry Auge
ial deputy of New Mexico.
Bebber, Charles Boatrlght
"The Knight and the Church,' Chaster
Bruno, Charles Bruno. Arthur
Andrew
Juda F. Buchanan.
Joseph Lehrrnan, William
LaDriere.
"Influence and Development of New
Loebs. Ray Lobs, Roy
Councils," E. V. Perrien, past term Kieke, Henry McCaffrey,
James
Iebs,
Patrick Me
orial deputy, east Texas.
Caffrey,
Joseph
McCanna,
Italo
ItrlcN by the Knlulis.
Joseph
O'Reilly,
Morelll.
Arley Perce- The new council at Las Oruef
forty-eigtleld,
Philip
Perea,
Sarracino,
Michael
mem
starts with
charter
Joseph Schwartzman, Louis Schwartz
bers.
The Albuquerque Knights of Co man. Richard White. Earl Wleneke.
lumbus, who attended the institution
Girls Sofie Baca, Margaret Beck
services at Las Cruces are: O. N. Madge Calvert. Virginia Carr, Mary
Marron. E. G. Seheele. M. P. Kelly Coleman, Elizabeth Colllster, Char
T. F. Keleher, Jr., Warden R. Archlotte Cowies, Agnes Donohue. Rosa
er, Will Beaven, Wallenhorst ; I. F. Una Ksplnosa, Lorette Fortenbaoher
Met anna, Martin Ryan. J. W. Prestel, Mary Goodln, Barbara Harris, Eliza
Roy Hnnnon. H. S.- - Knight,
P. O.
Johnston. Mamie Kelly. Ethe
Grady. P. MoShane, J. W. Skees. Tom belh
Kleke, Henrietta Loebs. Marv Mana
Millet, R. P. Hall. Bernard o'Laugh- - han, Frances
Murphy, Berenice Nead
lin. L. T. Oelaney. Mr. Binchert. R Mary Nicely. Emma Ruppe,
Antonla
W. Asland. George Partridge,
Joe Sandoval, Marie
Sandoval. Bertha
Brennan,. Sam Powers. Jas. Boyce Thlrlon. Rosalie
With
Thomas Springer, Chas. Fink, P. J.
most pleasing feature of the serv
Ward. J. Powers. I). A. Sulller. Burton iceA was
by the full choir
the
music
LawDonnelly, F. Geraldl and J. L.
assisted by an orchestra.
The mass
ler.
"The officers and members of the and the hymns were well rendered
being
solos
the
especially good. The
El Paso council, headed by J. M
Nealon," continued Mr. McCanna, choir chose parts for several of th
"rendered every assistance to the de- most beautiful masses.
The musical
gree team of this city and the knights program at the morning service wa
returned feeling under obligation to as follows:
"Come. Jesus. Come to Me", .('iiinlr
the El Paso council.
"The Albuquerque council will atFirst Communion Class.
tend the initiation to be held In El Kyrle
Lejeal
May
12th.
After Gloria
Paso next Sunday,
IJeal
the services on that clay will be held Credo
Iejeal
the meeting of the Texas state coun- Offertory
Lamhilloiu-cil.
It Is expected that representa- Sanctus
Iieleal
tives from every council in Texas will Benedicius
Weber
be present. El I'aso is making great Agnus Del
Weber
preparations for the event."
"Thou For Whom I Have Been
Iong Sighing"
First Communion Cla
ISLETAS ARE HOT
Organist Mrs. D. Beauchamp.
Directress Mrs. Th. J. Shlnlck.
First Violin Prof. Dl Mauro.
AFTER THE COIN
Second Violin Miss B. Loebs.
Flute Mr. J. Evans.
Clarinet Mr. A. Cox.
In the afternoon the communicants
GOT
It LOOKING INTO
again assembled at the church forthi
'I W KN TV MvllS AGO
renewal of the baptismal vows. The
ON E ON THE TEN ll It-- I
M T.
afternoon services were as impressive
as those of the morning, the following
s
being the program:
A Santa Fe
passenger. evl- - A Hymn
First Communion Class
dently trom the far east, during
Renewal of baptismal vows.
the time the train stopped at
Investments with the brown scapuAlbuquerque today, strolled up
lar.
and down the station platform
Admission to the apostleshlp
of
viewing with superior curiosity
prayer.
the sivhts within range id' his
Hymn
.
Congregation
eye glasses.
He paused before
May Devotions
. . .
Instruction
squaw vendors
one of the
Hymn
. .
Congregation
of Indian curios and palnstak- "
...
Salutaris
Hostla''
Iambllloue
ingly inspected her stoc k. By
Choir
the expression on his face it
"Tantum Ergo" . .
Rossi
would seem that lie was com- Choir.
paring the crude pottery of the
sacmost
of
Benediction
the
blessed
Indians with the delicate crerframent.
tions of Dresden or the match- Congregation
less ware of Sevres. However, 4 "God of Might"
that may be he picked up one
piece and inquiic-- the cost.
"Twenty-fiv- e
meekly t CLAY
cents.''
answered the representative of
the fast disappearing noble red
race.
4
"Twenty-liv- e
cents for that
the
worthless object!)"
stranger, "How ridiculous:
'1 hereupon
he once more paced 4 I KliS SHU) PKI.I' IN HOPING
th.plat- back and forth u.--IN .11 AKI'Z YliNTI.It-lOVIITCOM
form. Suddenly a light appear- M MIIV
TWO
d to dawn upon linn. He took
l i:i:it CON IT
T TOY.
from his pocket a small round
mirror, such as is often given
clay Mi i loimlgill. dinner of many
away us an adiertisi-mentand
prizes in roping contests, added anHi.again appi
Indian
other to his, collection of awards
unman,
h!i lie captured the first prize of
"See thN' See this pretty
glass. I will give you this for
Jl'i'i in Saturday's contest at Cowboy's paik In Juarez.
your little misshapen bowl! Will
ionuitlll
tied his steer in 'i?
seconds. The
you do it';"
was
by
second
won
prize of t'"
Louis
The squaw grinned and
ll
Barksdale. whose time was 40 sectalking in her native tongtn: to
onds. A special prize of $10 for the
several others of her race near
loudest shirt worn at the park was
at hand. The easterner was Ig- awarded to Jot? Gar. leer.
nored, but not
The crowd yesterday was Gardner,
you
staricl"
he
"Don't
undvi
T,6
'a ; Dn k Redder, no time; Kelly
persisted, "I will give you this
pruett. no
Phillips,
no time.; B.-pretty looking 1 ii
for your
A. D. Duncan, no time; John
lime;
rude dNh."
J W. Mulh-nno
Garvin. 1:12
The Indian woman called to
11 i t
time; Clay Me Pm nin !l, 6
an Indian youth of about six- ejarni-rParker,
no
1:30;
time;
teen year of age wik was near
West Phillips, no lime; I. on Berks-daland spoke to him. The youth
I.ojls Bark-dale- ,
1:4.1
turned to the easterner and said
4a
Mike Gre.r. o time.
in faultle. s English, such as they
Today vclll conclude the two steer
teach ut Carlisle, "My dear sir,
contest, and the pri s of JOuil and
we got over that m.u of thing
$2
saddle, will be
cash and a
Mce ionulgill
Clay
.iwardiil.
and
cun now
liai ksdale are lo-- e in the contest for
the first prize In addition to today's
"Automobiles are usually built to loping, bronco busting and steer ridhaul people about, not for people, to ing will be liiclud-- d in the program.
and White Sox
push them," mused a man on a street The Internationals
i. lay this looming at the park at
car Saturday afternoon.
What caus- will
ed him to mutter the above remark la o'clock.
was the picture of live men puuhing
Our ROrGII HUT worn con's havo
a large Lulling car up Wet Railroad
to be ufcshed over. Imperial Launavenue.
the car
After
it was able to run of its dry C- -.
own accord, and the pushers climbed
aboard and in a second they were
Buffalo Punch at Vwin i new
lacing out the avenue.
pon-tlflcl- al

-

ht
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On account of having Important
business in Ijt Junta, Colo., which necessitated his presence there this afternoon. Superintendent Kern of the
New Mexico division of the Santa Fe,
secured a special train this morning
and when regular train No. 2 arrived
at 10 o'clock, he was forty miles
ahead, superintendent Kern, accompanied by Mrs. Kern, came to Albuquerque Saturday afternoon to visit
friends over Sunday.
While standing on the vestibule of
his private car, No. 60S, this morn
ing, Superintendent Kerns was informed that No. 2 was several hours
late. He exclaimed:
"Its Imperative that I am In Ia
Junta before dusk. Make up a special train, and I will make the trip
ahead of No. 2.
A report was received here shortly
after train No. 2 left for the east at
10:30 o'clock that the special had
passed Lamy literally "eating up the
track at a speed estimated at sixty
miles an hour.
The Kerns special makes the second special train that has been made
up in Albuquerque.
Several days
ago, Judge
Chytraus of Chicago,
chartered a special train from General Agent Purely to carry him to his
dying wife at Los Angeles. The Chytraus special started from Gallup and
even after being detoured over the
Southern Pacific at Mojave, it arrived In lxs Angeles, seven hours
Limited.
ahead of the California
Judge chytraus raced against death
Superintendent
Kerns
he
beat it.
and
is racing for the interests of the railroad and at the speed he traveled
from here to Lamy, he should arrive
in
Junta, a good five hours ahead
of

train

J
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Vann's new fountain for real cold
drinks.
If you want results in kdTertlslni
trr en Evening Cltlien want kd
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Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

,

1

West Gold Ave.

10

A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business
you pay all bills by check, your bufclnetc n recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There is a
record of all receipts and expenditures in your bank

WHEN
book.

For every bill you pay, you get a receipt. Tou have posltlys
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
nZVZZZZ:Z3
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The Bank of Commerce
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000

F. Tomei & Brothers

w.

r. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailor..
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Tlace Your

Order Early.

large tracts. Title
must be perfect.

Wanted

In

Addrets, Box ZM, No. Zaklma. Wash.

Where to Dine Weil

V. S. A

Santa Fe Restaurant
10 per cent.
Dividends in the other fellow's
pocket on the rent you are
paying.
small cash payment and
$20.00 a month will buy a
house, with bath.
A

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
.
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.
TT

C.

E.

nder Savoy Hotc

Hatters

YOU

Hals Cleaned and Blocked In
any Stylo Panamax a Sie-lialClothing
steam
Ex-- 1
Cleaned and I'rVMNed.
rem Orders Attended
to
Promptly.
ty

Corner
St.
3rd & Gold Ave.
Phone 580.
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GROCERY
Market

901 South
--P- hone

Edith

40

EVERY WOMAN
keeps house will appreciate the ejuality and freshness
ol the
who

Groceries
our customer
More than that, we are
making tin' prices the very
lowest consistent with honest
goods and prompt service. Its
a pleasure for us to show our
stock and cjuote prices at all
times.

NEU

A TELEPHONE

IN

TOm

HOME
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SCREENS

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors in both etrtr.pth ar,d price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

PL.VNING MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUR NEW UKICK UUILDINU

,SK00000O0wO0wO0SO00
.1.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Coven more, locks beet, wears
thd longest, most economical; full measure.
PAPER Always in stock.
Flatter, Lime, Cement.
BUILDING
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALIirQCtUQl'E, NEW HEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

oooooooooocoo

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

we are selling to

Fresh Kansas City meats at all
times at moderate prices.

preeervea
The - telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and proteerts your borne,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

AND- -

Meat

CCSJCCCsKX)0X3CO

Convenience - Comfort - Security
. The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

The Albuquerque

1

Proprietor

SUNT-AAGG- ,

K)000CeOSX3000000
CO.,
J. E. ELDER. Armljo Building.
REALTY
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Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for repairs.

West Gold

c

kfe

The Old Reliable Watchmaker and Jeweler

V

be-a-

H. ANDRUS

N".

lie
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or

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0
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Waste Land

oac-lo--

TV

ALBERT FA BUR'S

Galvanized Iron Cornier, Tin Roofing, Sliccp-di- p
Tanks, (ialvnnlzcl
and Repair Work.
Water Tanks,

208

all.
Call and see our stock

PORCH SHADES

Saddle horses a specialty. Best
drivers In the city. Proprietor of
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
RAMRROOK BROS.
Phone 506.
t!2 John Street

.

t

Vudor

Highland Livery

C.

PUc

in th House."

o

ITE'S GOOD. COLO ROOT BEEf
AT WALTON'S Dltt'G STORE.

.

J,-.-

Most Comfortable

Special rubber tired folding goenrts
Futrelle Furnitures Co.

$2.50 and up.

.
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will gre
you a cool, wdndMl recti )
retreat on the hottest days,
practically adding anofbc
roopn to jour homes and
that room tlie mix comfortable, serviceable room of
Yudor

as "Business."

of the
The thirty-tw- o
members
lodge,
local Knights of Columbus
who went to Las Cruces early Sunday
morning to assist In the Institution of
the Rishop Granjon
council. No.
1226, of Las Cruces, returned home
this morning with the exception of a
few, who remained In Las Cruces to
visit friends or went to El Paso.
Said P. F. McCanna of the local
council: "We arrived In Las Cruces
at
o'clock yesterday morning and
were met at the train by a concourse
of Las Cruces people and 105 mem
bers of the order from Kl Paso. The
Las Cruces band was nt the station
and gave us a welcome also. Then
to the
the entire body proceeded
Catholic church and attended a
by
high mass celebrated
Hishop Granjon, after whom the newcouncil Is named. Monseignor Fow
ler, of Sioux City, preached an elevat
Ing sermon, which we all enjoyed.
Iater In the clay the new council was
Instituted. The degree work lasted
until 8 o'clock In the evening. After
that a splendid banquet was served
by the ladies of the Las Cruces at the
convent. This banquet called forth
the praise of all attending and the
ladles of Ias Cruces are to be highly
complimented upon their excellent
taste both In the matter of the menu
and the table and dining room deco
rations. In fact, the most pleasing
feature of the banquet was the ladies
themselves the wives and daughters
of the new council members for the
most part. The grace and attractive
ness of the service and the genial
air of hospitality added greatly to the
enjoyment of the occasion.

I

Cool

Boys and Girls of Immaculate Secret of Special Train Could
Conception Church ReNot Be Learned-Designat- ed

-

M.hribc for

TO

REACH LA JUNTA

ceived First Communion.
Albuquerque Knlghtsof Colum
bus Returned This Morning
SERVICES SIMPLE BUT
With Joyful Tidings.
PRETTY AND IMPRESSIVE

-

Going Up.

Cooper.

ME

HOSTESS

A

SUNDAY

A.

ALE

IS RESTLESS

SERMON GIVEN

Make Your
Hot Porch

TRY US;
BEST OF QUALITIES

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.

212

NORTH SECOND ST.

Citizen Want Ads for Results

ALBUQUERQUE

PACE SIX

EVENING CITIZEN.
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busy keeping lit practice themselves,"

began.
"They are too clover to profess to
understand it." agreed Kilty.
"And too wise." I added, "to give
themselves away. Hut why don't
you do It yourself, Kitty?" I cried
with sudden Inspiration.
"Do what?" Kitty glanced up at
me suspiciously.
"Apply for a professorship."
talk non"1 wish you wouldn't
sense," returned Kitty, with superior
dignity.
"You've got a good theory," I declared.
Kitty twirled her parasol Impatiently and tossed her chin.
"And you might give a course In
kissing."
"Mr. Curtis!"
"And another In the eye language.''
Kitty gazed over my head thought-

I

?5

Hfc

Practice Versus

1

TKeory ira ILove

a
(J

Kansas and totally unprepared for the surlldcn
prises in store for htm. There are
tit) Mr.)
Just as many kinds of women us
"Wouldn't it be dreadful," remark- there are kinds of weather, and every
ed Kitty, swinging her parasol non- woman has as many phases as an
chalantly, hs we strolled down the April day.
nothing so disavenue, "If they should succeed in appointing asThere's
going
sleep on a
establishing a college of courtship in perfect night with theto stars
shining
Chicago, as somebody has been and being waked up by n thunder
threatening to do?"
shower. The men who reuliy under"Why dreadful?" I Inquired mild- stand women are those who haven't
ly, flicking the curb with my cane.
any theories and never expect any
Kitty Hashed me a scornful glance. thing but the unexpected; who play
"Just fancy a man laying his heart all the matrimonial tunes by ear and
at your feet according to a scientific mix their attitude toward a wife, as
method," she exclaimed, "and timing Dinah mixes her batter cakes, by Inhis tender speeches with a stop-to stinct, putting In a little sugar "or a
drop of vinegar Just at the right mo
watch, and kissing you according
"
ment when It Is most needed. The
the hygienic rules and
"Counting his heart beats or feel- man who enters holy wedlock with a
ing his pulse or appraising the tint theory In his mind Is like the man
you who always trots around with an umof your blushes while he tells
and rubber overshoes.
He's
he loves you!" I broke In sympa- brella
prepared for the worst; but he Is too
thetically.
"Yes," agreed kitty, "and quoting burdened down with the weight of
his theories and his umbrella to enhis proposals from a copy book and joy
Matrimony Isn't
the sunshine.
his love notes from the "Lover's Lat"
all storms and It Isn't all fair "weathest Abetter Writer.'
er;
you
no
"1
can
and
more
tell one day
"Oh, well," I said consolingly.
the domestic atmosphere will
don't think you need bother about what
be on the next than you can tell
It?"
"Why?" asked Kitty, lifting her from day to day what the weather
lashes Innocently. "Don't you think will be. The people who get along
"
best are those who aren't looking for
anybody ever will propose
and trouble, but who are Just
"I don't think anybody will take a storms
course In the college," I corrected willing to take one another ns they
quickly. "Courting Is like cooking. happen to come, a.s we do Christmas
You've got to be born with the knack. gifts, or a table d'hote dinner, or a
It's a gift of Providence or fate, as vaudeville show.
unaccountable and inexplicable as a
"And." I rejoined enthusiastically,
straight nose or a good constitution, who enjoy variety for variety's sake
and it cannot be cultivated any more But," I added, "there may be some
"
than either of them. It is one of the general rules, some vague
things In which brains don't take the
Kitty.
"There are," Interrupted
prizes and theory doesn't count."
Just as there are four seasons; but
"What does count?" demanded you've
got to have lived through the
Kitty, promptly.
you really appreciate
seasons
"Well practice," I replied frank- them or before
understand them. A Hotten"
ly, "and
tot
can
description
a
read
of a snow"And if you're born with the
without having the slightest
knack," Interrupted Kitty, "you caa't storm
Idea of how it feels, and an Eskimo
help practicing, I I suppose."
can study up on
without
"And If you aren't born with It." knowing how they simoons
will strike him.
I rejoined, "you can read Laura A man can read everything
that ever
Jean Libbey and G. Bernard Shaw was
on women and yet not
and Ella Wheeler Wilcox and all the knowwritten
enough to keep his feet oft a
guides to love making that ever were girl's frock
or to avoid arguing with
printed without learning how to be- his wife when
her mouth is full of
"
gin
pins.
And
a woman can study
"Or where to stop," Interpolated treatises on men
until her head aches
Kitty.
and then act like a fool the first
"Or what to say to a woman."
"Or what not to say to a man. It's time she meets one."
that." I declared, flourishing
It's Just like making batter cakes!" my"And
cane, "is where the practice
added Kitty suddenly.
comes in and the theory goes out."
"What!"
"There isn't any reliable recipe for
"es." agreed Kitty, "the theory
It," she explained, "and you can only has got to go before the practice
tell whether or not you have done it comes In or you'll get horribly mud
properly by the way it turns out. died. Every woman is a different
I've asked Dinah twenty times how geometrical problem with a different
to mix batter cakes, but she couldn't answer. Imagine a courtship college
even tell me how much flour or what graduate sending his wife violets on
proportion of meal or sugar or salt Monday morning when she wants
them for Tuesday night, or thought, to put in. Yet she can mix the batter
with her eyes shut. She says nobody fully buying her a purple hat when
ever taught her; she just 'knowed she wants one to match a yellowhow' and then 'done it.' And she frock, or sitting In the parlor pencorns a cook book as Cleopatra or ning her a poem when she wants him
jume. Du Barry would have scorned to come upstairs and hook the back
a lexicon of love or a treatise on the of her dress."
"Or fancy a lady expert on love,"
.art of managing a man."
"And," I hazarded, "I'll wager that. I murmured, "feeding her husband
like love, the oftener she makes oh angel cake or health food when
them the better she does it!"
he Is dying for beefsteak, or singing
"Of course." assented Kitty. "And him an aria when he wants to take
she says she began making them when a nap Just because such things are
he was old enough to hold a pan." recommended In the book of rules."
"Yes," sighed Kitty. "Think of go
"We all begin in the kindergarten.
ing Into matrimony with nothing but
I averred. er,
a
stock of ready-mad- e
"Who
everybody who
Ideals!"
has
And having them shattered In the
the knack," I stammered. "We be-l- n
by writing valentines and hang- divorce court," I added.
"Managing a man or woman,"
ing May baskets and playing kissing
games and cutting our initials on the went on Kitty, "Is like managing a
" baby. The
d
lady who
trees inside a heart, and finish
"We never finish." broke in Kitty, conducts the 'mothers' meetings' may
be an expert on nurseryology and
"if we attain any any success."
"What!" I exclaimed. "Don't you may know all about prepared foods
"
ever expect to stop
and the training of the Infant mind.
"Not," announced Kitty tranquilly, but she doesn t know the first thing
"until my grandchildren refuse to be about putting In pins or taking a
tfnade love to."
button out of the mouth; while tha
"
"Will you please explain
east side mother with five children
"'You can't explain It." declared hanging to her skirt can cook her
"Kitty, "any more than you can ex- husband's dinner with one hand ani
plain why all the cleverest men get nurse three cases of measles and one
the worst bargains in wives and all of whooping cough with the other
the most beautiful women marry without a tremor of an eyelid. It
wretchedly; or why a
girl Isn't education and it isn't theory an 1
nose and freckles it Isn't brains that make one sucwith a turned-u- p
and a figure like a barber's pole can cessful In motherhood or matrimony;
fascinate every man she meets, while It's the little gift of knowing how "
"And what!" I Interpolated.
another woman with a ireek profile
"And when that the gods bestow
.and the lines of the Venus of Milo
Bits alone In the parlor every even Indiscriminately," finished Kitty, "and
lug doing fancy work."
bestow oftenest It seems on otherwise'
ur, i appended, "why a man unendowed people. The less a man
with the head of an Adonis and th knows about letters, the more he
brains of an Aristotle is thrown over seems to know about women; the less
by the girl he loves for 'some little he knows about making money, the
runt with crooked legs and an in more he seems to know about maksinuating manner and the facility for ing love; the less he has of bonor
saying sentimental things to a worn and Intelligence, the more he gets of
"
an
feminine adoration."
"Well, the less a woman knows of
"And plenty of practice In court
hip," added Kitty.
the ologles," I retorted, "the more
"Yet," I mused, flicking my cam .she seems to know about using her
thoughtfully, "the Chicago professor eyes and putting a flower In your
proposes to teach men and women coat lapel; the less fluently she can
how to understand one another."
talk art, the better she can talk pret"That's the saddest and funniest ty nonsense; the fewer talents she
part of it!" replied Kitty, with a lit has the better husband she gets."
Jtle gurgle.
"And." finished Kitty, waving her
"How can it be sad and funny at sunshade dramatically, "one week of
I
practice in love making is betactual
same
demanded.
time?"
the
"Don't you see." cried Kitty, "how ter than all the theories that could
aad It will be for the man and how be Invented by the most eminent
funny it will be for other people. board of education that ever existed
Why, a college of courtship would be
when he wakes up?
"When he what?"
Just like throwing water on the diBesides," she added,
Vh, pshaw!" exclaimed Kitty Im- vine lire.
patiently, "no man ever rinds out "where would they rind professors to
how little he knows about women un- teach the art of love making and the
til he marries one of them. And the science of managing a woman? The
uofct awful mistake he can make is single man
don't know anythin
"
te go headlong into matrimony, be- about it
lieving he really understands the sex
"And the married men are all tot
(By

How hi ml In (lie

-
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(From Ellsworth, Kan., Messenger.)
A few days ago a farmer rode over
to a county attorney's home and demanded the arrest of a neighbor's
threshing crew that was "violating
the Sabbath."
The county attorney
was busy pulling weeds In the garden
suggested
and
that the complainant
go before the justice of the peace in
his own township, but he was informed that the Justice was out fixing his
windmill. He was then asked to
phone to the sheriff and have him
attend to the matter, but he was
too busy loading cattle at the stock
yard. The man was exasperated and
resolved to saddle a horse and go for
a constable but his good wife, who
was canning fruit. Informed him that
the boys had driven the horses to the
village, where the boys were In lineup for a ball game, nnd the girls had
gone to a picnic. The farmer has
been drunk on hard cider ever since
and stoutly refuses to be sobered.
CXXXXXXXXXXXX)CXDOC)OOOC)00000

pliilunlhropli'
movement on
earth. When Christian Science unit
ed these words, health and holiness
goodness and life (according to Scrip
,U,J teaching, ill the path of light- there I no death. "Choose
good and live" It established
the
practicality of the highest ethics. Including in its workings everything
strives
that the noblest philanthropy
to accomplish.
It is health-givindivinely educational; it points to the
only true asylum. "To be hid with
Christ In flod.' 'the only true socialism acknowledging but one Cod, one
Father, one Family, the brot horhood
of man, all heirs of the .same atlluent
Love, and each having all.
as he
claims it by divine k li t and h.heri- lj,, e.
This certainly is i in
ul,,j u. consciousness thus permeated
n
tljs ,.,,.. tlf
umvi.-a- l
jaily of Love. li.al and His
(ite. divine iellecli.ni, heals asanda
spiritualizes as spontaneously
lose exhales its fragrance, or a star
This Is the practical,
emits its light.
applied Truth which Jesus brought to
humanity and which Mr.. KdJy Is
again establishing ou earth, viz; the
deuce of God's unerring, immutable
laof good, of life and harmony.
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Fruit Bread Pudding Moisten half
a loaf of stale graham bread, finely
grated, with a cupful of hot molasses,
adding half a cupful of melted out-tea teaspoonful of powdered cinnamon, half a teaspoonful each of
powdered alsplee and grated nutmeg,
half a cupful of brown sugar, and a
saltspoonful of ground cloves.
Mix
thoroughly and then stir In a teaspoonful of baking soda, dissolve In
a scant teacupful of sour cream, with
sufficient flour to form a stiff batter,
adding by degrees half a cupful of
seeded raisins, two tablespoonfuls of
currants, a quarter of a young of
shredded citron, and two ounces of
candied orange peel.
Pour Into a
large, round pan and bake for 45
minutes in a moderate oven; serve
with a hard sauce, flavored as desired.
Hub fresh lard on your new tinware and then thoroughly heat It
before using. It will never rust afterward no matter how much it is OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOl"0
put in water.
Salmon Croquettes Drain a can of
salmon and pick it over well; make
half a cup of rich white sauce and
heat the two together; stirring and
beating until the fish Is smooth;
season with salt and
pepper and
spread In a mass two Inches thick on
a platter and set aside for two hours.
Then cut into pieces and mould In
small pyramids; dip each in sifted
bread crumbs, then In slightly beaten
egg fry, two at a time, dn deep fat
in a wire basket.
Drain on brown
paper in the oven.
Mealy Put the
potatoes in a pan with just enough
water to cover them. Leave the pan
uncovered. Let the water become
scalding hot. but just before it has
reached the boiling point, pour it off
and substitute cold water to which
add a little salt'. The theory is that
the heat to the center thus producing
the required result.
To Make Potatoes

Chocolate Bread Pudding To a
quart of boiling milk allow one pint
of grated bread, heating well before
adding the other ingredients.
Then

stir In one small cupful of sugar, 5
eggs, and 2 squares of unsweetened
chocolate, flavoring with a scant half
teaspoonful of salt, 1 teaspoonful of
vanilla extract and a little ground
cinnamon; pour 'Into small custard
cups and bake. Set In a panful of
hot water for 35 minutes in a mod
erate oven; allow them to cool, and
then place directly; on the Ice until
ready to serve, turning them out on
individual desert plates, resting on a
lace paper doily.
Garnish with
star of bweeteiiea whipped cream.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

The "brainstorm cm ktail" Is the
latest thing. Have you had one yet?
A Chicago newspaper
man h is invented it. so it is
newsThe other da a few you:
v of the Sherpaper men in the i
man house were t ilkuig about the
new thirst
tonics w lien Laurence
Malm, one of the nun, iter, suyitested
p. ami hue a "brain-storthey
all
that
cocktail."
Cheerfully the cieg lespomled and
tiled up to the bar.
The bai tender
hud been "put Wise," of inlliw.
Four glasses, with
four small
piece of K'e. were I irei
the
newspaper
men.
The bartender
four
turned to wait on other
"Well." queried the three newspaper men. The gentleman treating
smiled, raised the glass and Joggled
the bit of ice about.
"Gentlemen." he said, "when the
ice Thawu"
. I

e

NEW MEXICO

orriCKR and ommerotim
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD3
to. W. PLOUKNOT
FRANK lfcKKH
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD8
U.

m.

yic

Pnwlden!

president

....Cashlei

Assistant Cashier

Dlrectoa
ROBITORY

Autnoiiied Capital

600,08t.lf
I250.000.H

Paid Up Capital, 8urplua and Profits
Depository (or Atchlsoa, Topeka

&

Santa Fe Railway Company

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking

business) and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY

PRIVATE

tState National BanK
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
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ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

(By Stuart Maclean.)
Mlghtjj glad that spring has come,
She wanted a shirt waist white and
Lovin', lovln', lovin";
thin;
Makes me feel so frolicsome,
Quite well she knew
Lovin', lovln', lovin';
She looked at her best when button
Every pretty girl I see
ed in
Fills me up to such degree
A peek-a-boI Just want to Mop, and be
Her husband said he had no money
Lovin', lovln", lovlr'
to wa.ste
o
waist;
a
On
Bought a soda check downtown,
'It's not in good taste."
Lovin", lovin', lovin";
He muttered in haste,
Girl's eyes turned me upside down,
o
waist.
The
Lovin', lovin', lovln';
Go get you a stylish and pretty and Saw a lassie on a car.
new waist.
Spied an old maid angular,
"But I'll not allow you a bold peek-a- Watched a widow from afar,
biw waist.
Lovin', lovln', lovin'.
She argued the question then and Every boy and every man.
there;
Lovln", lovln', lovin',
She scolded, too;
Every girl since girls began
She said it was queer he did not care
Lovin', lovln", lovln';
For a
Every hour of the day.
Said he: "I'll stand for a red, white Night and morn and matinee
and blue waist
In the good old springtime way,
o
waist,
Not a
Lovin', lovin', lovin'.
Get orange, or crimson, or get any
hue waist.
Mii the Door of Your Heart.
But I am opposed to the rude peek-a-bo- o Open the door of your heart, my lad,
waist."
To the angles of love and truth;
the world Is full of unnumberher last re- When ed
She cun nlngly tried
joys.
source
In the beautiful dawn of youth.
A soft boo-ho- o
-" " '.r.'
she sobbed In despair; she sobbed
i"'""
with force;
of hope that are call
To
voices
the
"A
ing you
I'ntil he cried: "Oh, go and get your(
Open the door of your heart.
new waist
'
waist."
Get a peek-a-bo- o
Open the door of your heart, my l.iss,
Then tile speedily paced
To the things that shall abido,
To the shops, and with
To the holy thoughts that lift your
o
waist.
Chose her
soul
But her husband, the grouch w hen
I.Ike the etais at eventide.
he sees the new waist,
All
of
the fadeless flowers that bloom
M.ii:- -. sarcastic remarks on her
In the realms of song and art
waist.
Are yours, if you'll only give them
room,

OOOOOOOOOOCXXCJ(

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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peek-a-bo-

REALLY RELIABLE SHINGLES

peek-a-bo-

cannot be excelled for roofing no matter what
house top covering Is proposed. We said "really
reliable shingles" adrisedly
because
that kind Isn't to be had every day
everywhere. A glance at one bunch
in this yard will show you where to
get the rainproof kind. See us for
shingles,
new-fangl-
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BRAINSTORM?

Solicit

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

ta-s- te

HAD A

and
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Waist

Means and Unaurpaaattf Facilities.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTA FE RY.

pened upon him In some new "Pub"
which he had located, and was trying
to impress with his spirit. Then was
"Q" indeed In his glory.
"Why, my dear fellow," he would
say, "how fortunate!
What is it to
be?"
Perhaps you wanted 'bus fare to
Hampstead.
Have something
"Most assuredly.
to warm you up for the ride
The other "Guards" did not like
"Q's" running off when he felt flush
"Mengy, in particular; but "Men
gy" ought to be very grateful to "Q."
When "Mengy" got permission to lec
ture on mummies at the museum and
sent out learned circulars about his
accomplishments as an Egyptologist,
who was It, "Mengy," that made up
your audience at your first lecture?
None other than poor, old, wayward
"Q." It he hadn't exercised compaa
sion, you would have had no hearers
at all.
The Guards could not be referred
to here without reference to "Bosky
although I never knew him as well as
I did
"Q" and "Mengy." "Bosky
probably had the greatest reputation
of all as a learned man and writer.
and
His writings on ancient men
things appear in our magazines at
times. He once got me very much
interested in what he knew about the
art of burglary in Pharaoh's time,
and I have often wondered why he
did not write the article he had In
mind. But, with all his knowledge
of dead nations and languages, "Bosky" enjoyed his "Tavern" sitting"?
quite as much as dld,"Q" and "Mengy." The last time I saw him I asked him to write me something in
Chaldalc. He handed me same hieroglyphics on an envelope. "Meaning?" I said. "Bosky" smiled benevolently, and said: "I want a long
drink from the far west."
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London
Literary Types

Another circle of friends during
my British museum days, wrucn i
found entertaining, was the "Bloom-bur- y
Guards," as they call themselves.
This company of men, or
is apparently organized to
stay on earth permanently in Blooms-burSome of the members die oft
now and then, but that does not mat
ter.
The generous museum flings
wide Its doors and out come new recruits.
I made their acquaintance at the
Politavern opposite the museum.
tical economy absolutely refused to
now
every
Interest me at times, and
and then I would drop In at "The
Plough," or "The Tavern." The exclusive "Saloon Bar" was the recre
ative room of the "Guards" In both
ca.ses. It took me some time to find
out why the "Saloon Bar" was exclusive, but eventually a young barrister took me aside and explained.
he cautioned.
"Don't be
you
It's merely a matter of cla-asyou
lteally,
know,
must understand.
The "Guards' 'that I knew best
tne
were "Mengy,
and
"j,
Swordsman," as I Insisted on calling
him. When these tlijee men got together, and a liquidating friend was
along, the "Tavern" or "Plough," as
the case might be, became the scene
of as doughty passages at arms .at the
bar as Bloomsbury has ever known.
As guards
of their beverages they
while, as "Pub"
were matchless,
hunters, it is to be questioned wheth
er Bloomsbury, until the Guards
came on earth, ever knew how many
public houses she had. Perhaps "Q'
was the most inveterate explorer.
When "Q" got a pound or two for a
review, he slicked up In his finest
manner and went forth alone to seek
and find. Somehow the "Plough"
and the "Tavern" did not appeal to
him when he was in funds. But he
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The Christianity
of
Christian Science

(Sue H. Minis i S'i' t ss Magizine-The teaching of ChristUn Si.iun
brings back to the church power of
primitive I'hris'.iui.itv. It wa usher
ed in with the' demonstration of .spirit
and dominion and power; it was car- ried on for centimes by this proof or
the power of spirit to subdue material conditions an! it is again, through
Christian Science, opening t humanity the grand possibilities of man endued with a knowledge of '.he one true
Jod, and of man's relation to and
with ijol, as iheternal
divine image and !e!lctio:i uf hU
Maker.
This pure Idealism Is and must be
the transfiguring power of the uni verse, and the pro ess Is in oontemplating this divine nie-al- Christ jesu.
As Paul writes. 'lue we all.
face beholding in a glass the
of the Lord are changed into
the same Image from glory to glory,
even tu by the spirit of the Lord."
This mighty alchemy of truth leavening and changing human thought,
and
permeating all ouiiseiousne
working uu a divine leaven purifying
conselousspiritualizing
healing, and
iMjsa, make
it th tnjit ompteheu

FDAMDmja mm.

"And lessons In the subtle art of
EfapWliiiiMlffl
mrrnnim
wheedling and the finesse of pretty
fibbing."
In
who
recently
No.
Chicago,
died
II.
If he
"Well," broke in Kitty rellectlvely,
San Francisco used to be the had ever seen any of the dope books
"perhaps I shall."
stronghold of trampdom on the Pa- and he told me that while he had
"What!"
cific coast, and It was In that city sevheard of them he considered their
"Establish a college of courtship eral years ago thnt I was inlttated existence
purely a myth. I was surInto the mysteries of the "perflesh" prised at this because the "Cigarette
"Kitty!"
and made a "proper stiff."
Kid." as Flynt was known on the
"With only one pupil," Kitty glancThe place wus one of the worst road, w as for long considered a "proped at nie from beneath lowered eye- "barrel houses" on the water front, er stiff" though I have since heard
run by a former tramp and main- that he was suspected of being a delashes,
"I apply for the scholarship!" 1 tained as a rendezvous for the tective, which In truth he was, having
Knights of the Koad. It was a filthy been frequently employed by railroad
chled quickly.
basement furnished with beer kegs, companies and the Pinkerton agency.
Kitty shook her head sadly.
boxes and a badly cracked
stove.
Hut the "dope books'
do exist.
"Why not?" I demanded.
"Because," said Kitty, "you've got There, night after night, a crowd of There is one In every city of any contramps
spendsequence
held
revelry,
In
drunken
States,
and
the
I'nited
It already."
the proceeds of a day's begging the initiated always know where to
"What?" I walked very close to ing
for stale beer and raw alcohol. Into find them.
Kitty and touched the edge of her this
"inner circle," I was Introduced
The San Francisco "dope book"
lace draped sleeve.
by
"Denver Hed," then king of the was one of the most complete I ever
"The instinct," replied Kitty cold- tramps
on all western railroads.
saw.
It contained the names of all
ly.
The news of our coming had evi- Individuals and Institutions In the
"And the divine tire?" I iuc:ieJ dently
us, and a moment city at all charitably inclined, and it
preceded
softly.
was told
to "hit" them and for
after my entrance everything
"And all the necessary practice." made ready for my Initiation, whlcn what Justthewhen
price of a meal, bed, clothremarked Kitty, with a business-lik- e
consisted of a trial before a kangaroo ing, railroad fare, etc. Also It held
air.
court. I was charged with being a the name of those places and per
"Hut I haven't got the girl."
"gay cat." To refute this charge I sons It was good to avoid. The book
argued.
called "Denver Red" as a witness, for was a large office ledger and the in"That." said iKtty. putting up her "Ited" and I had spent two months formation It contained was entered in
sunshade and glancing at me through together In Washington and Oregon. a tine, clear handwriting.
"Blinker
the lace around Its edge, "ought to I was finally convicted of having once Jake." the proprietor of the barrel"
split
wood
In
an
for
kept
to
order house,
half
hour
the hook and it was albe a mere Incident to
to earn my breakfast, hut as there ways available for use by the mem"Well?" I murmured ecstatically.
"To an expert." said Kitty, with- were mitigating circumstances I was bers of the "perfesh."
There has been a great deal writ
drawing her elbow and looking me fined all the cash I had and tne assemblage resolved itself Into a com- ten about the cabalistic signs used
straight in the eye.
to
explainty
me
to
tramps for marking the "good
of
mittee
whole
the
And for the life of me I can't tell
dope book" and "hostile" houses, etc., but such
the mysteries of the
whether she meant It as a thrust or and
give
"high
signs."
to
me
statements only find credence among
the
a compliment.
1
once asked Josiah Flynt. the au- the readers of romance; there Is no
thor of "Tramping with Tramps," such thing In real tramp life.
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

I

Soro

NIllo.

ulier who has had experience
i distressing
ailment will he'
villi
pleased to know that a cure may lie,
afferted bv applying Chamberlain's
as so. 1:1 as tne cnua is uoiur
.i
i.u: ...g. Wipe It oft with a soft cloth
b- -f
jie- allowing the babe to nurse.
Many trained nurses use this salve,
with the be-- i results. For said by
.ii! druggists.
ICtitiS MH II ATClllNti.
Eggs S 1.50 ped setting, lto.se comb,
Hrowu Leghorns and 1 tarred, Rocks,
l'ure bloods. 24 laying hens. Address
J. K. I'auley, fclstancla. N. M.
Sprains Quickly rur.'l.
Uathe the parts freely with Chamhem
berlain's I'ain Italm and giv
absolute rest, and a quick cur Is certain. For sale by all drugjist.
A

-
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When you hear the cry of a biolh- - K

op'

" the door

friend,

Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries to
In the Southwest.

The sob of a child In need
To the shining heaven that o'er you
bends
You need no map or chart,
liul only the love the Master gave,
open tile door of your heart.
Kdward Kverelt Hale.
lKin't 1'uy Alimony.
to be divorced from your appendix
There will be no occasion for it If
you keep your bowels regular with
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Their ac
tion Is so gentle that tha appendix
has no cause to make the least complaint. Guaranteed by all druggists.
25c Try them.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

.

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Alboqoerqoe, New Mexico
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BABY

Rubber
Go-Car-

FOR

ts

$2.50 and up
Heywoort - Wakefield and
Fulton
Make
happy children. Don't fall
to see the 12.60 Cart
W.V. Frutrelle Furniture Co
Cir. Coal and Second

absence of a greater number of accidents from broken rails, they say. Is
due not so much to the superior
quality of the rails, as to the unusual
vigilance used to discover defects and
the quick removal of deficient rails
once they are discovered. Should the
Improved quality of rails demanded
cause an Increase In price, the railroad representatives declare, thev are
willing to stand it, as it would be
more economical In the long run.
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FORD HARVEY WAS JUST

kngagk ix

Forfl Harvey, general manager, and
J. F. Huckle, general manager of the
news service of the Frel Harvey
chain of hotels, lunch rooms and news
at
stands, arrived in Albuquerque
en
12:30 o'clock Sunday morning,
route to El Paso. They were passengers on train No. 9, and when
the banquet of the
they entered
Shriners was Juxt breaking up. Mr.
Harvey said:
Pshaw, I wish that train had been
on time. I would have enjoyed a litmyself.
tle of that irrigation water applied
(Using the word Dr. Wroth
crowd,
Jolly
Quite a
to champagne).
full of fun and ginger. Well, there's
nothing unusual about our trip. We
tour ever so
are compelled to make a our
periodicoften, and this Is one of
al trips. Anything else in the news
line. Mr. Huckle can supply you
with."
Mr. Huckle said:
"On our trip we will make an inFork
spection of the new hotel at Ash InvadSanta Fe is
Just opened. The
prosperous
territories
new
and
ing
each year and It keeps us pretty busy
selecting new sites for hotels and
lunch rooms."
From El Paso, they will ongotoover
the
tnen
the Arizona lines, and to
Kansas City
coast lines, returning
within a month.

store
fORRMLROAD

MEN

The following is a prospectus of
the proposed plan of the Santa Fe
Mercantile
Employees
association, which railroad employes
booming:
are
Ariz.,
Winslow,
at
The authorized capital to be J50,-00shares $50 each.
Object: To own and operate stores
eat and
and to supply everything towoman
at
wear required by man or
on
sale in
placing
actual cost of
Winslow.
To be incorporated under the laws
to be
of Arizona and the business
handled bv a competent manager un-of
der the direction and supervision
funds to
a board of directors; the who
shall
be handled by a treasurer
be fully bonded by a guarantee company.
Stock to be sold only to actual employes of the A. T. & S. F. Ky.
but
Stock to be
face
to be redeemable In cash at Its assothe
of
alue bv the treasurer
ciation, 'less any Indebtedness ofthe
owner.
rri... nimir ,.r uhnrM mill to anv
one person shall be limited to twenty
or Jess, as may ue urvniru
Jority vote of stockholders.
The business to be started as soon
is , subscribed.
capital
as sufficient
...
Ihrcp
,ni,lii
.. w.
,
i
' ' - ' (.mial
I '
I (1
parts, in thirty, sixty and ninety days
wc
from aaie oi suoscnpii'Hi.
ired.
.vT.M,1u,l
tit StltCKnOlll
In K.
ers only equal to amount of stock
i
i
neiu.
All commodities handled to be sold
at a moderate prom. ana. mier iim- ..
......
1'
lilt
fund for redemption of stock, n etc..
tiaiance to oe paiu in Kuii :tniiiiiiit-i-r. m
.)i(ani1u
rufn twit'
veil
When additional capital Is required
sold to
be
additional shares will
re ei
stockholders or any
par.
ployee at
0:

Brakeman William Nntt left Las
Vegas last week for Atlanta, tin.,
where he will attend the annual convention of the Brotherhood of Rail
way Trainmen, which will be held In
that city. Mr. Nott goes us a dele
gate from lodge No. 221.
Mrs. W. R. Brown, wife of W. R.
Brown, southwestern freight and pas
senger agent of the Santa Fe, Joined
night.
her husband here Saturday
They were guests at the Alvarado
Sunday, and left last night for their
home at El Paso.
On account of the Santa Fe Rail
road company recalling 33 round trip
rate, the excursion from Williams to
Ihe Orand Canyon on May 12th. under the auspices of the Knights of
Pythias, will not be given.
C. Betner, a railroad official on the
Bio Grande division of the Santa Fe,
with headquarters at San
Martial,
was a Sunday visitor in Albuquerque.
Former Night Yardmaster Jeffries,
of Las Vegas, has gone back on the
road and Charles Frlnk. formerly engine foreman, is acting
as night
ardniaster.
J. X. Drury. master mechanic for
the Santa Fe at l.a Junta, was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
S. R. Cook, a railroad conductor
running between San Martial
and
this city spent Sunday here.
H. L. Sumner, In charge of the
Pullman office at Las Vegas, spent
in Aiouquerque.
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SELF CLOSING' TELE
GRAPH KEY INDENTED
Railroad wrecks due to telegraph
kevs lieinir It ft ouen will very likely
he a thing of the past if a key that
automation Iv immediately at
ter beinir used, and which has just
by Jesse Sheets, of
patented
oeen
Covington. Kv., U universally adopt
Mr. Sheets expects
d by railroads.
to receive the prize of several thou
was
offered by the
sand dollars that
United States government for such
His
an invention some years ago.
like some
Key is not complicated,
It
devised.
been
liaxe
others that
consists of but three parts and
u'jite simple hi Its construction.
Kaiiroad teli:raph operators han
dle a number of different keys at
the same time and every time they
to throw a
use a key they have
swit h and not infrequently forget to
close it, or fall to close it entirely,
leaving '.he entire circuit useless, nut
oniv in that particular office but In
every other office with which It is
The old style keys are
connected.
opened by perons
rtiso ociaioiiai!
!. urging around the telegraph offices
railroad stations by accidentally
touching the switch with their body
or shoes. This Is said to oe inipo
s:jle with the Invention of Sheets.
I

railroads insistU
May
I!!..sl'I

o

sTI.I.I. UUI.S

taken
.st w.ek bv the American Railway
association in regard to the alleged
inferior quality of the steel rails which
ihe mills have been supplying of late
h..s raised a fnrore among the steel
men. The prtsi.ient of the CarnCKie
a statement,
Steel company has
declaring that the rails now being
turned out are the best ever manufactured, and that the utmost care is
t.k-i- i
to see that there are no Haws
in them before they are tdiippe.:.
there never was a lime v hMi
fewer wrecks were traceable to .!
f'.cient rails than now.
Members of the association, ho.e-e,e.l- - I.ipi
are not .llpo-e.- )
to
n
til,taken III tin: report-rnitte- d
to the annual meeting. They
declare that the rails are not. as th- should be. on a par wllh the structural steel used for bridge building. The
Chi. ..go.

6.

or woitns

lengthening of train schedules to the
coast, President Felton of the Chicago and Alton, and Second Vice
President Kendrlck of the Santa Fe.
engaged In a war of words that at one
time threatened to develop in fistiH. U. Mudge, vice president
cuffs.
of the Rock Island, who weighs 300
Interposed, however, and permitted
them to cool off.
Things were not moving rapidly
enough to suit president Felton. who
Intimated that Vice President Ken
drlck was present not for the purpose
of securing an agreement, but to
block proceedings.
whereuDon Mr.
Kendrlck came back with a line of
sarcastic retort, and one of the dele
gates suggested an adjournment. Fel
ton and Kendrlck came out together.
After luncheon both Insisted they
were the very best of friends. The
question of passenger time between
Chicago and the coast, however. Is
still unsettled.
The Santa Fe switch endue start
ed for Rlncon in an unusual manner
Wednesday night at 8:45, says the
ueming urapnic.
Ihe crew had left the engine
standing on the track and were eat
ing supper, when the throttle In some
manner
open or leaked
Jarred
enough to start the engine down the
tracK all alone, and when the crew- had finished eating the engine was
not in sight.
The engine from the Silver City
train was cut loose and sent after the'
runaway, which It overtook some live
or six miles out, puffing serenely on
ward without a light showing, and
towed the wanderer back to town.
Max James, a machinist apprentice
it the Santa Fe shops at Raton, had
his right thumb badly crushed and
torn Thursday afternoon.
His hand
was caught between a block and an
air pump. Pedro Belardo. an ashpit
man at the roundhouse at Raton, suff
ered a contusion of the right eye and
eyelid Tnursday afternoon by being
struck by the water hose. Holh men
were treated by Dr. Shuler.
C. W. Kouns,
superintendent of
transportation of the Santa Fe, has
been promoted to assistant to the
second vice president,
with head
quarters at Chicago. The position is
a new one. Mr. Kouns will continue
at the head of the transportation de
partment.
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Chicago, 111, May 6. At the meeting today of the western presidents
and vice presidents, to cnnsiuer the

III TIME TO BE
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Just a Word

ELECTED

Mr. Clothes Buyer!

1901-- 8

Have you purchased your summer suit?
If not, be fair with youre'f this time and read care
fully what we have to say.
It's money saved If you do.
You will need a summer ult here's yrur chance.
A complete line of garments that for ftyle,
nobby
patterns, fit, workmanship and wearing qualities are
unexcelled; manufactured by

Thief's Heart Softened When Majority of Old Teachers Will
Remain With the
He Discovered Waltnelght
Had Troubles Enough.
Institution.

At a meeting of the
of regents of the New Mexico School of
t week, ofMines, held at Socorro
ficers and faculty of th school for
scholastic year of lfOT-- s were electrtilrogo
ed as follows:
UNION MADE CLOTinXG.
Robert Peelle Xoble. picldent and
professor of chemistry: A. K. Adams,
An opportunity to get such, exceptional values seldom
professor of geology and mineralogy;
comes during the season.
It. V. Smith, professor of mining and
Come and see what we offer try on these garments.
metallurgy; K. A. Drake, professor of
languages. Men will lie chosen later
$12.00 to f2.V0O.
for the chairs of mathematics ami
furnishings.
We've a complete line of
civil engineering, also a principal of
The "little things" that all good dressers want "Just
Miss
the preparatory department.
right."
regisAnne W. Fitch was
trar and Robert I. Klrchnian Janitor.
You'll find them here "Just right" priced "Just
A decided change was made In reright."
gard to the conduct ofthe preparatory department of the school. Hereafter only the ninth and tenth grades
will be offered In that department,
and one of the buildings Just south
of the School of Mines campus will
be fitted up temporarily for the acFine Clothing & Furnishing
commodation of the preparatory students.
The regents present at the meeting were: President A. C. Ahytle.
XOTICF. TO 1IORSF5 OWNERS.
Wonderful Kczcnia Cure.
f 200 REWARD.
Secretary nnd Treasurer C. T. Brown.
The Albuquerque Carriage Com"Our little boy had eczema for five
A. H. Hilton, of San Antonio, and W. pany,
Is
Tljeras,
offered for the capture of A
First ami
has securwl years," writes N. A. Adams, HenriP.
A. Fleming Jones, of Las Crimes.
horscsliocr, etta, Pa. "Two of our home doctors tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Beneof a first-claJ. Savage was unable to attend on the
ami guarantees all work, or no pay.
said the case was hopeless, his lungs detto Berardlnelll. Crime was comaccount of private business.
being affected.
We then employed mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Fek
other doctors but no benefit resulted. ruary 4.
By
we
chance
read about electric, bitTHE MUTES WERE
C. A. and C. GRAND B.
ters; bought a bottle and soon noticed Improvement . We continued
this medicine until several bottles
TOLD
TO
HIKE
were used, when our boy was completely cured." Best of all blood medand CURE
LUNCO
icines and body building health tonics.
Guaranteed at all druggists. 60c
Mark Kearne, P. Martin nnd M.
WITH
J. Flint, the three deaf and dumb
hobos, who were brought here last
week from Grants, N. M.. locked up,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
for
and then returned to Grants,
trlul, were acquitted there. They
passed through Albuquerque Saturday
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
evening en route to Denver,
their
TRANSFER STABLES.
ONSuMPnon
rrftt
reportby
questioned
a
home. When
OUGHSanl
BOe.tl.OO
er, Flint, the youngest, wrote on a
Horses and Mules Bought and
OLDS
Trial.
Fret
piece of paper
"The Justice acquitted us. hut told
Surest and ttuickest Our for all
us to hike out of town. We walked
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
THROAT and LUNO TROUBmost of the way here securing a lift
Street,
Second
between
Railroad
and
LES, or MONET BACK.
near Laguna. We' came back here to
Copper Avenue.
secure some food and will continue
OFFICIAL MATTERS our Journey homewards tonight.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Chnnilx'rlnln's ' Colic. Cholera nnd
with the foot"
Diarrhoea Remedy.
ThfT evrrao WMkhNt.
Santa Fe. X. M., May 6. The follantY arOoaisjMtOK.locrM
There Is probably no medicine
lowing articles of Incorporation have
The flexible sole Red Cross
DEVOES READY PAINT
u4 bam
of nwnlra
"fln Ilflft
been filed In the office of Territor- made that Is relied upon with more
tion." Jury are
COO Square Feet.
One
Gallon
Covers
.?r to'
o
Shoe
c
is
fe'irlrtoat wtmmnthHKi. aulinfr
Implicit confidence than Chambertnfo
ial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
from
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
vrif'tniit ef ursine and body.
Forest Power company. Principal lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea the start.
know rtrnMiy for wmn qoakif
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Tears.
not tto
Jwirm llfo b
place of business at Silver City, Remedy. During the third of a cen1im. a(.'an
,
IHMUMrT-'M!tl
VI Mr Wj
Grant county. Territorial agent, A. tury In which It has been In use, peoKy ronll. Hotel
burning
The
and
dmnUian
Capital ple have learned that it Is the one
tOTT CHI1UCAL &
H. Harllee, at Silver City.
408
Railroad
Wttt
Araov
seven
Into
stock $750,000 divided
FOB 9AkM BY
remedy that never fails. vVhen re- caused by stiff soles and the
ANN 4 SO.
thousand five hundred shares of the duced with water and sweetened It Is evils
of thin soles are prePar value of 1100 each. Object, op pleasant
by all
erating electric light plant and other druggists. to take. For sale
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
vented
by the Red Cross. It
fifty years.
Duration,
enterprises.
FIRE
INSURANCE. REAL E3TAT
Incorporators,
E. L,. Wood, A. H.
a
enables
woman
to be on her
LOANS.
Harllee. J. W. Crater. W. S. Cox, and AZTEC
FARMERS
feet for hours at a time with
Automatic Phone 411.
Samuel Llndauer, all of Silver City.
Mosrollon
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Building
Motor Road company.
comfort.
Principal place of business at Silver
county.
ORGANIZE INSTITUTE
Territorial
City.
Grant
A stylish
agent, A. H. Harllee. at Sliver City.
Announcement
Capital stock, $50,000. divided Into
rmm
ten thousand shares of 35 each, comshoe
thaCs
IN9UHANCK
Aztec, N. M., May 6. On last Tuesmencing business with $2,000. Ob
Secretary Mutual Building ftnsrmm
Having acquired an Interest In the
ject, operating toll roads and motor day evening a mass meeting was held absolutely
tlon. Office at 217 Weet Railr4t
cars for transportation of freight and at the court house, at which the AzPlumbing
Standard
Heating
and
tec
was
society
Institute
Farmers'
avenue.
pansengers,
and
other purpose.
company, Mr. John Strumqulst will In
The membership started comfortable
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators, organized.
and R. P. with fifteen. All farmers and others
W.
Marriott
future have charge of the mechanical
Charles
Barnes, both of Silver City; and Ern Interested In horticulture and agriculdepartment and attend to the Instalture are requested to Join.
est Craig, of Mogollon.
lation of all plumbing and heating
company.
Richard Hendricks was elected
Manufacturing
fJlobe
work entrusted to this company.
Principal place of business at Ixirds-bur- president, C. R. Cutting, vice presiL.
secretary,
dent,
E.
P.
Wilson
and
county.
Territorial
Grant
treasurer. The executive
agent, Robert F. Fitz. at Iordsburg. Current
with Raube and lfauger
Capital stock $10,000, divided Into committee comprises the three first
H: Si, Rtd Ou$
Of floe, IIS North First 8C
two thousand shares of the par value named officers, G. V. Lamberson and
Paumi Cull Blutitr,
Standard Plumbing & Heating Go
ATBtJQXERQUE. N. 1C
Object, general mer- John Koppe.
of $5 each.
S4.00
fifty
Duration.
business.
cantile
Incorporators. .Nvilliam Hv MASTF.lt MKCIIAMC HICKS
years.
rOTI A OR API
AIJI.K TO 15K OCT A(i A IX. Oxfords,
Wlntee and Baxter lewis. both of Kl
Paso. Texas, and Robert F. Fitz, of
San Bernardeno. Call.. May 6. I.
In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Ea,
$3-- 5
I.nrdsburg.
C. Hicks, master mechanic of the
Grain and Fuel.
escape
Fe,
a
narrow
who
had
Santa
High Shoes.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquor
My licst Friend.
from death last Friday, is out again.
and Cigars. Place your orders fe
Alexander Benton who lives n
Mr. Hicks leaped from the engine
$4.00
this line with us.
Rural Route 1, Fort Edward. N. I cab of a Santa Fe train running forty
says: "Dr. King's New Discovery
an hour near Pasadena, when
BT.
miles
NORTH TH-R- D
Let
us
you.
fit
my best earthly friend.
It cured :ne he thought a collision was unavoidago.
years
It has aUi able. He escaped death by landing
of asthma six
performed a wonderful cure of in- In a gravel pile, but sustained severe
THIRD
for my son's bruises und cuts on his left side, his
cipient comsumptlon
wuwraaiea um tOOO Id know
wife. The first bottle ended the ter- left leg being especially badly
beat th wonderful
121 Railroad Artauo
rible cough, and this accomplished,
tMARVELWtalrlinaSprey
the other symptoms left one by one,
ixnmr m OK con Tel
until she was perfectly well. Dr.
AU Klndi of Fresh and Salt MaaJa
lent. It clnuM
King's Xew Discovery power over
Steam San sage. Factory.
coughs and colds Is simply marvelAm mrmr drnrw4a fin
EMIL EXIEXWORT
A. C. Itll.K ki: ami JOHN S. M1K 1113 L Invito their friends to make
ous." No other remedy has ever
If hm c&nnot uiuniv tl
Masonic Building, North Third
4pt DO
equalled it. Fully guaranteed by all
M4KVIL
OtrifT.
but tmna Uauid fur
Xeu Mexico headquarters at
druggists. r,0c and $1.00. Trial botUlUfltntrd book
It
full parUoai&ra ud ritrwtiotts ln hJjiininnmLaW
tle free.
valufttiUt to 1&1IM.
MiHVIi. i
SC4 MirMt, ft It W I UMk,
44
Are you looking for something? Remember the want columns of The
MEN AND WOMEN.
Evening Citizen are for your especial
Los Angeles, California
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATB
Un Bit 41 forsBBstural
benefit.
It talks to the people and
NOTARY PUBLIC.
to I to tUril
dichftrffatUflftiiinmtioni,
you.
to
they talk
af Qmattmmtami
irrittioaa or ulceration
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy and
Rooms 12 and 14 Cromwell Block,
bicoiiandtuambraoM,
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
rvto OMtoftoa. ofPainleM,
For stomach troubles, biliousness
aatna- Albuquerque. Telephone No.
ymf yAHgCwtwwuii Co. f Dt or felton sot
B
out.
and constipation try Chamberlain s
and desirable.
Location
ever.
convenient
better
than
ol hy Irrttcvtetfl,
Stomach anil Liver Tablets. .Many
stop
cars
at
door.
Hollenbeck
the
Depot
beach
line
or
and
In
wrapper,
plain
wot
Give u jour ROUGH DRY work,
remarkable cures have been effected
br xprM, prapaid, tut
by them. Price, 23 cents. Samples
00. or b bolt. ti 75.
Monday, and get it back WednaadKA
Circular
tout vo rwiuost. Imperial Laundry Co.
free. For sale by all druggists.

Pittsburg. Pa., May 6. With his
baby lying dead In one room, and his
wife ill unto death In another, V. W.
o
Waltnelght. a
citizen of
Pittsburg
Bellevue. the fashionable
suburb, this morning encountered a
burglar In tine of his upper halls.
Mr. Waltnelght had not hat! much
sleep for a week, but he became wide
awake when he looked Into the muzzle of a big revolver held by a masked man who told him to throw up
his hands.
"Be quiet, please." said Mr. Waltnelght, as his hands Hew up. "My
baby is dead In the house, and my
wife Is seriously 111. She Is sleeping
now. Any excitement would kill her
also."
"What's that, bnby dead?" came
from behind the mask In the gloom
of the hall. "You are not stringing
me?"
"No," said Mr. Waltnelght. with a
"My wife may die If she Is
sob.
awakened now. Take everything you
find, only get it quickly and go before anyone sees you, or give the
alarm."
"If that Is so," said the burglar
with a tremor In his voice, "I am
very sorry for you, and you have my
sympathy. Had I known I would
have selected another house. Here
Is the watch I took from your pockI will restore the other articles
et.
as I go along. Well, goodbye, as I
must be about my business," he said
and left.
The burglar who was a rather tall
and powerful man, with slouch cap,
and a small kit of tools, had gained
entrance by turning and forcing out
a key that had been left in the kitchen door after it had been locked for
the night. After making an Inspection of the rooms on the first floor
he went to the second floor, where
he encountered the man of the house.
Mr. Waltnelght reported the matter to the police, but asked that no
special pains be taken to get the
burglar with a heart. The baby was
buried today.
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its Location

BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE.
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADNO EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.

2Iil0

1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOT.".
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A..D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE

COME TO BELEN. N. M,
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

T

BELEN
ESTABLISHMENTS;
MERCANTILE
THE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY: LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
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BECKER,

Pres.

WM, M. BERBER,

13
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A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
S.

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
OX EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
S
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y

IF
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EVENING CITIZEN1.

cleaning and " pressing business on
west Silver avenue.
For some time
Mr. Brown has been In III health and
it Is this that prompts his
action.
Prospective purchasers enn rest as
sured as to the good reputation en- joyeo ny me nusiness
among the
people of Albuquerque.
The American Lumber company
i : x it i f : it ixmix'AsT.
band gave two concerts yesterdav
one at Traction park In the afternoon,
6. Partly which drew only a
May
Oolo.,
Penver.
small crowd, and
cloudy tonight oiul Tuesday, with lo- one
In the evening at Itohlnson park.
cal rain north and east portions ton was well attended.
The band
night; colder southeat tonight.
Is In excellent condition and receive!
great applause.
During
the summer
TltAlX AKIMVAI.X.
months its open air concerts will be
welcome
growing
with
appreciation
m.
No. 1 10:30
by the citizens of Albuquerque.
No. 7 10;E5 p. m.
col. J. Hays, president of the First
9
No.
11:45 p. m.
National Bank of Colorado Springs.
No. 8 7:35 p. m.
Colo.,
is spending n few davs In the
No. 412:45 p. m.
city, avoiding the cold weather which
Is holding the temperature down
In
II. H. Tanning, of Topeka, Kan., Is Colorado at present. Col. Hays, accompanied by Mrs. Hays had spent
In the city visiting friends.
winter In California and were on
John Grass, of Trinidad, transacted the
their way home, when they received
business In Albuquerque yesterday.
a telegram announcing a blizzard In
F. J. Williams, a drummer
from Colorado. Mrs. Hays Is the daughter
Iienver. Is here visiting the local trade of General Jeff Davis, the
deceased
todsy.
president of the confederate states.
F. W. Hardin, a young attorney of
Kansas City. Mo., stopped over In Albuquerque Sunday.
The Spanish-America- n
Jubilee club ABSCONDING JACK STE-WA- RT
will hold ii party and dance nt lied
Men's hull tonight.
W. J. Jones, a business man from
ARRESTED
Kmporla. Kan., Is In the city today,
visiting the local merchants.
'. K. Ilernard has resigned from
the American Lumber company and
AT CORONA
has gone to Denver to live.
Chief Engineer J. V. Key. In ( barge
of construction work for the Santa
Fe at Helen, spent Sund.iv In
the

MOM.r.

LOCAL AND

Pe

PERSONAL

CANVAS OXFORDS

For MEN, WOMEN and CHILDREN
iftiM

They ir "v!!.l-.- , they are easy on the foot and
'.!. Mi ij with as much rare as the
they wir
m . expend
itlitv siloes; they fit unit hold
11'- "I'M.,..

05
If
h
9.itUf.u;'oty

won. them before you know how
are: in. I If not give them a
trial lnl we w- ur-- you will be pleaea. With
w hite or gray dressing It .1
our p?c Ul'y
.f i,,
to i.c-- i them nen.
"A:32if.l- - pj-.i

--

ed

v

Men's Gray Cui:a Oxford-liit- - Cuva
Women
Oxfords..
Women's Gray lama' Oxfords...
Children's White Cmnii. Oxfords.

SI..-.-0

.

9

Z
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.SI .SO to $2.00

9t

himihiih
geo.

to
to

.$1.50
.8.--

.

W. HICKOX

T. Y.

$2.00
$1.15

ness.

1

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

Sheriff Harry Codding). n of
county, with headquarters
On Hup. Is In the city on court busi-

MAYNARD

Send in Your Watches for Repairs

rue arch rrtoNT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
GrocerV , Meats, Poultry, Best
Lucca Olive Oil
The Champion
622-82-

THE WAGNER

4

There will be a regular review of
Alamo Hive No. l. t.. O. T. M., nt I.
.
.
F. hall, Tuesday afternoon at
2: SO o'clock.
The Mlsslsslonnry society of the
Christian church will meet Tuesday
afternoon. May 7th. at 3 p. m. at the
home of Mrs. Dale, Ml Grand avenue.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS

Grocery

Go.

MATTEUCCI BROS.
W. TIJeras Ave.
Phone

HARDWARE

IL

CO.

James Kern, superintendent of the
Las Vegas division of the Santa Fe,
accompanied by Mrs. Kern, spent
Sunday in the city, the guests of
friends.
Mrs. W. H. Spackman, of San Acacia, N. M., arrived In the city this
morning to do some shopping. Mr.
Spnckman has a large general store
at San Acacia.
A marriage license was Issued by
Probate Clerk A. K. Walker this
morning to tferafln Jarmlllo, aged 30
and Bersebe Ortiz, aged lit. both f
Seboyeta, N. M.
George Dent has returned to the
city from Williams, Ariz., where he
spent, several weeks repairing
engines belonging to the Saginaw &
Manistee Lumber company.
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Page, prominent people of Gallup, are stopping
temporarily in the city, Mr. Page for
the purpose of attending court and
Mrs. Page to visit and shop.
S. R. Thomas, of Ohio, a brother of
Mr. Thomas, formerly a bartender at
Sturges, and now a rancher near
here, arrived in the city last nlirht
He left this morning for his brother's
rancn.
The first council meeitlng for the
month of May will be held tonight at
the city hall.
Owing to the absence
of Mayor Frank McKee, Councilman
P. Hanley, president of the council,
will, preside.
J. W. Tommerson, of St. Louis, Is
staying at the Alvarado.
Mr. Tommerson Is the well known traveling
man for the
Shoe company, of St. Louis, and is an
enthusiastic Shriner.
F. A. Balrd, C. R. Baldwin and H.
E. Shaw, connected with the Santa Fe
Construction department at San Mar-ela- l,
are in the city superintending
the work of moving the freight yards
to the southern part of the city.
Messrs. Harvey and Huckle returned to Albuquerque this morning from
El Paso, with Manager Stein, of the
F. l Paso house.
From here Managers Harvey and Huckle will go over
the coast line.
llev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
n
of the
league for Now
Mexico and Arizona, spoke in the
Methodist church at Tucson Sunday
morning and in the Baptist gospel
tent, corner Stone avenue and Council street, Sunday night.
Word has been received here that
Charles F. Yontz, a former resident
of Albuquerque, who moved to El
Paso in March, has been rather unfortunate.
Several days ago, his
house, barn, personal belongings and
a horse were burned up and he himself badly Injured in trying to save
his property.
Arthur Kava.-.vh- ,
the well known
and popular member of the Elks of
this city, is improving rapidly. Mr.
Kavanaugh was operated on for appendicitis yesterday at St. Joseph's
sanitarium and for a time the patient's life was despaired of. A host
of friends will be glad to know of
Kavanaugh' improvement.
G. A. Martin, city editor of the :i
Paso Herald, and wife, and Mrs. H.
K. Sllsbee, were a trio of El Paso people, who were in the city between
trains for several hours this morning
while en route from the Pass city to
the Grand Canyon and Los Angeles.
Mr. Martin la one of the brightest
newspaper men of the southwest.
The case ol the GallUD Electric
Light & Power company against the
Pacific Improvement company. Gregory Puge. Gus Mulholland, J. H. Cod- dlngton, J. A. Gordon and Palmer
Ketner, Js atill being threshed out in
the council chambers of Judge Abbott,
in ine uisirici court. The case was
begun Friday and may possibly last
several days yet.
Today's classified sale column con
tains an announcement of the Intention of C. V. Brown to sell out his
Glesecke-O'Oench-Ha-
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321-32-
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W.R.R.Ave.
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Alaska Refrigerators
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Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

E IE RITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE,

Diamond. Watches. Jewelry, Cut Clu- -. C lock. Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUAItK 1KAL.

0

We Invite

2SS222S2SS22Q
Spring I'ndirii'tar $i.ou

to

$6.oo a Suit

ft

FULL DRESS SUITS FOR SALE OR FOR RENT

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY
119 West Gold

Marx Tuxedo or
full dress suits will get
that kind of a verdict
&

"Perfectly Dressed."
Ready here for you,
all wool, correct in
style and fit.

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

If you are in need of
a Full Dress or Tuxedo

McMillin.
On .the strength of this same de
scripllon C. V. Garcia, another agent
of the Singer Sewing Machine com
pany. who canvasses between Albu
querque and Helen, was apprehended
at the latter pluive by Sheriff Jose
Aragon, of Valencia county.
Garcia
was released, however, after the sher
Iff had telegraphed to the sewing ma-

chine company ami 'ascertained the
authority of Garcia to have Singer
sewing machines In his possession
Garcia, who is in the city today, is
much Incensed on account of his false
arrest. He said:
"I havs a mustache and am almost
six feet tall.
This Stewart had no
mustache and was only five feet tall
Why should I be held up?
Could
mus
Stewart raise a
taiche and grow ten inches in height
In three days?
The sheriff met me
on the road and asked if I was a
sewing machine agent. I said I was,
and he would pay cash for it. I de- depot at Beien to look at some of the
He
machines I had stored there.
picked out a seven-drawmachine
and asked me to bring it to his house
anad he would pay cash for it. I de
livered the machine and then the
sheriff asked me the list price. I told
him 55. He said that was too much
and offered me $40 cash. I refused.
took the .machine away and then
the sheriff w anted to trade wagons
with me. He thought I had another
wagon around somewhere.
Finally
I learned that I was suspected of being a thief and that the sheriff had
been wasting my time to see what he
could learn about me. I don't like
If he
that way of doing business.
had asked me I would have told him
right away w ho I was. There was a
bill of lading at the depot for some
machines that would have proved my
Identity."

Spring Lamb

i a

posals for the erection and comple
tion of a jail and a court house building to be erected in the town of Gal
lup. N. M., for McKlnley county, N.
M. A certified check for five hundred
dollars will be required to accompany
the proposals, to assure the good
faith of the bidders.
J. L. LADUIEP.E.
Architect. lUrnett Building, Albuquerque, N. M.

lOO LATE

122 South Second

I

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Copptr A ve. , Tel. 74

Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
WATER
COOLERS

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE
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AVI.

TICKETS
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BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED
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None Better

A

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

o
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Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

0
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0
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Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer," Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - O

FULLY WARRANTED
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or-Albuquerque, Nov, Mexico

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Horn In- Every time that the proposition present Itself of th
urance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being Bent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for Ufa Insurance to eastern cities, the con- vlctlon cornea home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelation of the past year of the way the enormous lurplua of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channel when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It I gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more It Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of business written.
Why cannot this same record be male here?
It can It
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities t) ambitiou and capable men
and women to sell its policies.

.w

B CANNOT

Trantactlon

GuMraafo
II8W.R.R.AV8,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N.lM.

1

-- ---

V

a

Address Home Office,

1

R.R

MOWERS

McCormick Harvesters and Mowers

TO CLASSIFY.

MISS C P. CRANE
S 1 2 North Second Street

LAWN

1

TREE PRUNERS

FO i SALE

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

1

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

115-11- 7

.I

On account of ill health
Brown's cleaning and
pressing
works must be sold at once. Call at
10s and 111 West Silver avenue.
Comfortable Blinoers and Julletes
for women. They rest the feet and
take the biggest part of drudgery out
of your housework.
At the same
time they look neat and dainty. Prices
range from $1.10 to $2.00. C. May's
hoe store, 314 West Hallroad avenue.
pure ice
Liudon's guaranteed
cream at Vatm's.
WANTED Good men,
with clean
records, as agents for the Colorado
National Life Assurance Company.
Liberal contracts and good territory in New Mexico and Arizona
open.
Prewltt & Prewltt, Managers, Csmmerclal Club building,
o
WANTED Position as Job compositor in good office. First class man.
Don't drink and can give best of
references. Man of family. Would
prefer to work under contract.
Write L. W. Gray, Morgan City,
La. State salary when writing.

a suit.

Hart Schaffher & Marx

GMH PI.ACK TO IIOAKD. Come
and try it.
South Third
street. Up stairs. MISS. KAWI.INS.
Sil-SL'-

(Mm

Copyright 1907 by

er

NOTKK TO CONTItACTOISS.
I. the undersigned, will receive pro.

suit it is not necessary
for you to go to a
tailor shop, they are
here in the H. S. & M.
make and we can save
you $20.00 or more on

;?

Thomas McMillin, chief of police,
HERMAN ZWEIGART
received a dispatch yesterday morn- lug acquainting him with the arrest of
PROPRIETOR
Jack Stewart, the absconding agent
of tile Singer Sewing Machine com
pany, of Albuquerque.
Stewart was
Phone 185
Arno&Coal
apprehended ut Corona, N. M., twelve
miles south of Torrance, by J. S.
Beatty, of the Lincoln county sheriff's OOOOOOCOOOOCOOCJOOOOOOOOCOO
ottice. Assistant Marshal W. C. Kennedy left this morning for Corona to
bring Stewart back here.
It will be
remembered that Mrs. Stewart disap- r
ti'ffu
peared with her husband.
The arrest was made on the strength of a
printed description sent out by Chief

Specialty of

Something new in town.
A moderate price for a fit.
Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes.
The proof. Try on. A pleasure.

I

Any man who wears
one of our Hart Schaff-nc- r

MARKET

Indignant.

Deputy-Garc- la

New Line Just Received

We Say to You
rvi

MEAT

Wrong SlngerSewIng Machine
Held Up Dy Valencia County
at

city.

MA V 8. 1907.
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